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o publicize your department's upcoming events, please call 791-6329. The deadline for submitting in>rmation for the March calendar is February 15.

'HURSDAY, FEBRUARY 8
lenefits1990 presentation to management. Speaker is Kathy Orr, director of Compensation &
Benefits. Miami BCBSF office, 9-11:30 a.m. For information call Alicia Reddy at
1 (800) 634-4188.
�mployee Booster Club dinner. Jacksonville Omni Hotel, 6:30 p.m. For information, call
David Ojeda, (904) 791-6291.
)irect Market all-employee meeting. Jacksonville Omni Hotel, 3:30-6 p.m. For information, call
Don Van Dyke, (904) 791-6381.

�RIDAY, FEBRUARY 9
knefits1990 presentation to management. Speaker is Kathy Orr, director of Compensation &
Benefits. Fort Lauderdale BCBSF office, 9-10 a.m. For information call Alicia Reddy at 1
(800) 634-4188.

VEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 14

iovemment programs. Boca Raton Elks Club, 7:30 p.m. For information call Janet Crozier, (904)
791-6738.

VEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 22

aatewide Quarterly meeting. Health Care Audit Services. Fort Lauderdale Westin Cypress Creek
Hotel, 8:30 a.m. through dinner. For information call Ronni Bardack, (305) 593-9398.

.HURSDAY, FEBRUARY 23

;tatewide Quarterly meeting. Health Care Audit Services. Fort Lauderdale Westin Cypress Creek
Hotel, 8:30 a.m. through dinner. For information call Ronni Bardack, (305) 593-9398.

·uESDAY, FEBRUARY 27
\nnual Awards Banquet. (Exempt employees.) Jacksonville Prime Osborn Convention Center, 6
p.m. For information call Pat Fitzpatrick, (904) 791-8121.
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For the employees of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida

CORPORATE
DIRECTION:
What's your role?
"We encourage and expect -- from all
of our employees -- more than just a
mechanical, cookbook,
do-it-by-the-numbers
approach. We need
everybody
working on
how to do
it better."
-- Ken Otis

ALSO

IN THIS ISSUE:

Winning in the marketplace
Employees in the spotlight
An update on "The Move"
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OBJECTIVES
These are the company's strategic
objectives for 1990. Plans and
initiatives undertaken this year
should be in support of one or
more of these objectives:

Excellent Service

8

Provide to our customers predict
able, understandable, hassle-free
service that is consistent with their
expectations at purchase and that
minimizes the need for customer
involvement with payment to
providers.

FEATURE

Are You a CD* Player?

Corporate Direction -- what it is and
how we all fit in to the big picture ...

DEPARTMENTS

Financial Strength
Maintain Blue Cross and Blue Shield
of Florida as a financially strong and
competitive organization.

Market Share

Attain dominant private market
share consistent with financial
soundness, delivery of superior
service and our overall provider
strategy.
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From The Top -- Winning in the marketplace
The Big Picture -- National news affecting you
Florida Focus -- SCHA, an update on "The Move"
In The Spotlight -- Acronyms and anniversaries
Postscript -- Explaining the changes
Calendar -- Highlights of BCBSF activities

National Association
Support a strong, effective national
organization of Plans.

Organizational
Effectiveness
Develop and maintain an effective,
highly motivated and productive
organization.

Provider Relationships
Create sustainable competitive
advantage through effective
business relationships with
providers.

Public Understanding
Gain public and governmental
understanding, acceptance and
support of corporate policies,
programs and actions.

***
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Regional Report -- Marketing results around the state
Marketing Briefs -- News from Market Research
Career Corner -- How to persuade your boss
For Your Benefit -- Vacation policy
Customer Service -- Service improvement telephone tips
Health -- Reduce your risk for cancer
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BlueCross
BlueShielcl
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SNAPSHOTS

Profile is produced monthly by the Public Relations division for the
employees of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida. All rights are
reserved. This magazine or parts thereof may not be reproduced in any
form without permission. Copyright© 1990. We welcome your comments
and contributions. To submit information or to become a correspondent,
contact the editor, Rejeanne Davis Ashley, 791-6329 or the manager,
Thomas A. Gniech, 791-6122. Profile is produced on an IBM desktop
publishing system and printed by the Corporate Print Shop.
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IN THE SPOTLIGHT

New
�mployees

ime employees hired through
January 13, 1990)
P. Alvarez, Customer Service
HOSF,MIA
eline E. Ammons, Telephone
lnfonnation Area II, 4T
·rell A. Blue, Local Group

Enrollment, 6C
Lee D. Boardman, Cost Accounting,
2C
Wanda M. Byrd, Major Accounts/
Broward County, 7T
Barbara A. Christe, FEP Provider
Entry, 6T
Sheila D. Christie, FEP Telephone
Inquiries, 4T
Michelle L. Cumberland, Optical
Scanning Operations, SWD
Jacenta A. Deadwyler, FEP Tele-

CUSTOMER SERVICE
Service Improvement Tips For The Telephone:
the party you call is out, ask for the the best time to
h them. Don't just leave a message when someone is
railable, ask if someone else can help you.
hen you leave a message, tell them when you'll be
table.
you just need information, suggest that the person leave
nformation when they call back, and let someone in your
:e know you're expecting it
�ver put someone on "hold" unless you've asked for and
ived their permission. Most people hang up after about
econds on hold, or about three minutes if they've called
00 number. Irate callers will stay on hold a very long
an

irate person calls, promptly help them, or they'll get
ier and tell others about their experience. Tell them your
e (you should do this on every call you answer), so
'11 feel you genuinely want to help them.
you transfer a caller, make sure it's to someone who can
them, and tell them the person's name and number.
hen you take a message for someone who is not in, be
ful how you respond. Some comments leave a bad
·ession, such as "He's on a coffee break," or "She's
nd here somewhere but I don't know where," or "He
:r comes in this early." The best answer may be, "She's
tvailable now."
swer the phone in a clear, understandable manner. Don't
me people know who they are calling.
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FROM THE TOP
phone Inquiries, 4T
Kristine E. Dedge, Private Business
Training, 3T
John A. Fails, Internal Audit, 3C
Sandra L. Gager, Claims, JXM
Brenda D. Griffis, Local ACS, JXM
Charlane L. Hayward, Med B
Special Projects, RIV
Suellyn Hernandez, HOI MIS, HTF
Vilma Iglesias, Claims Manager,
MIA
Juan A. Irizarry, Comprehensive
Suspense II, 7T
Lisa A. Jarrett, Plan Services Inc.,
7T
Shawna D. Kellar, FEP Provider
Entry, 6T
Brenda J. Kenner, FEP Correspon
dence, 4T
Bernard Lambert, FEP Telephone
Inquiries, 4T
Lauretta J. Lazarus, Optical
Scanning Operations, SWD
Aracellie Leon, Comprehensive
Suspense II, 7T
Quetzy A. Martinez, Major Accts/
Broward Co., 7T
Lorraine T. McKee, Group Mem
bership/Billing, North Region, 6C
James A. Miller, Stockroom and
Warehouse Personnel, IW
Kristy A. Miller, Systems Develop
ment, I0T
Shawnessy L. Mitchell, FEP
Telephone Inquiries, 4T
Tammy E. Mitchell, FEP Telephone
Inquiries, 4T
Charles A. Mosley, Major Accts,
Broward County, 7T
Susan A. Murillo, FEP Telephone
Inquiries, 4T
Ruth M. Norris, Group Member
ship/Billing, North Region, 6C
Gabriel E. Onowho, Med B Claims
Examiner, Sec. Shift II, 17T
Patricia M. Palko, Marketing
Director, ORL
Forest L. Philbrook, Comprehen
sive Suspense 11, 7T
Delores J. Ricker, Medical Director,
FIL
Kimberly E. Robertson, Direct

Winning In The
Marketplace
By William E. Flaherty,
President of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida

o be successful, as individuals
and as a company, we need to set
goals. While these goals should chal
lenge us so we are constantly striving
to improve, they also should be
realistic so we don't become discour
aged. Being realistic means under
standing what our strengths are,
knowing our customers and the
strengths of our competitors, and
keeping up with all the issues that
affect us.
The goal of Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Florida is to become the
low-cost producer of high-quality
health care. To achieve this goal,
there are several steps, or strategies,
we need to take.
• We must promote market reform
to force competition among
providers •· hospitals and doctors
-- on total cost. Competition is
healthy because it means that the
forces of supply and demand are
working. When these forces are
allowed to work, hospitals, doctors
and other health care providers must
compete on the basis of price,
therefore, they must become more
concerned about the cost of medical
care. Because we represent a signifi
cant volume of business, we are able
to negotiate lower prices.
• We must concentrate on negotiat
ing contracts with the most effi
cient and quality-conscious provid
ers. Blue Cross and Blue Shield tra
ditionally has had good relationships
with doctors and hospitals. We need
to maintain and improve these ties

T

and work with hospitals and doctors
to manage costs better.
• We must improve the analysis of
both the price and the use of health
care and of our markets -- custom
ers and competitors. This means we
have to constantly collect data,
interpret them properly, and use them
to our advantage.
• We must constantly work to
manage administrative costs. Right
now, out of every dollar the company
earns, 86 cents pays for health care
services and 14 cents pays for admin
istrative costs. While the emphasis is
on managing the health care costs,
we also have to be very careful how
we spend our administrative dollars.
• We must develop comprehensive
marketing strategies. We need to
understand our customers, the
competition and the environment in
detail. Only then can we effectively
segment customers, and tailor
products and services to meet their
needs.
• We must leverage our advantages
in market share, past experience,
image and provider relationships
to produce cost advantage and
added value. Because we have been
in business for more than forty years,
we have developed a substantial
market share, which means that
many people use and depend on our
products. Experience has taught us
how important it is always to be
looking for ways to enhance our
product and the way our customers
think about us.

"Our most important goal
is to achieve cost leader
ship. We want to become
the low-cost producer of
high-quality health care. "
-- William E. Flaherty
• We must benchmark our perform
ance against the best both in the
health care business and other
industries. We have plenty of com
petition in the health care industry,
and we see that as being very
positive. It makes each of us work
harder and more efficiently, which
we have to do to be the best in the
industry.
There is a role for each of us in
this process of achievement. Indi
vidually, we must work diligently to
improve our performance on the job.
As a team, we must work together to
succeed. As a company, we have to
recognize our strengths and we have
to use every advantage to win out
over our competitors. Our future to
gether depends on it. ■
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Johnetta M. Tutson, Med B. Secon
dary Payer, SWD

THE BIG PICTURE

NATIONAL
NEWS
AFFECTING
YOU AND
THE BLUES
The information and opinions a
pressed ua these articles do not nec
essarily reflect the views of Bbu
Cross and Bbu Shield ofFlorida.

Saving The Children

Alyssa Smith, the 2 1 month-old liver transplant
recipient, is one of an esti
mated 700 children who
are born each year for
whom a liver transplant
may be a potentially
lifesaving necessity, said
B.D. Colen, a senior
correspondent for
Newsday.
"If we were to provide
liver transplants to the
children who could benefit
from the operation, we
would be paying $210
million to care for 700
children in a single year,"
said Colen. "And given
that only about two-thirds
of those children will
survive a year after
surgery, we are really
paying $2 10 million to
save 461 children -- or
$455,53 1 per child."
"Yes, every child's life
is invaluable. Yes, every
life is precious. But, yes, I
am suggesting that certain
levels of expenditure are
obscene and do a great
injustice to our concept of
social justice," he said.
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If the $210 million

instead were divided
among the twenty states
with the highest infant
mortality rates in the
country, each one of those
states would have about
$ 10 million to provide
obstetric and pediatric care
to women and children at
high risk.
"That money could go
a long way toward greatly
reducing our nation's
shamefully high infant
mortality rate," said Colen.
"Is it right to spend
$210 million on high-tech
care for 700 little medical
'heroes,' when that same
money could save literally
thousands of children who
are dying because they do
not receive the most basic
medical care?" he asked.
-- The Chicago Sun-Times

Are Research Results
Biased Against
Women?

Three members of
Congress are calling for an
investigation of whether
federally supported
medical researchers

exclude women from
clinical tests.
"For a variety of
reasons, most medical
research in this country
studies white males, and
we are concerned that the
treatments developed
might not work for or
might actually be harmful
to women," said Rep.
Olympia Snowe, (R
Maine), who, with Rep.
Patricia Schroeder, (D
Colorado), chairs the
Congressional Caucus for
Women's Issues.
Snowe, Schroeder and
Rep. Henry Waxman, (D
California), asked the
General Accounting Office
to determine how many
women are being included
in research underwritten by
the National Institute of
Health.
"Women's tax dollars
pay for half the medical
research that's done in this
country," said Schroeder.
"They deserve to derive
greater benefit from that
research."
She used studies of
heart disease as an ex
ample of her concern. "If a
woman wants to know if
she should take an aspirin
every other day to help
prevent heart disease, or if
she should take a choles
terol-lowering drug to
bring down her cholesterol
level, her doctor won't
have the answer," she said.
"All of the research in this
area has been done on
men."
-- The Chicago Tribune

15 years

What's Your Opinion
Of Generic Drugs?

Although 77 percent
of consumers say their
confidence in generic
drugs has been shaken by
industry scandals, only 9
percent switched back to
brand names, according to
a Gallup Organization poll.

Julieta A. Acosta, Special Reim
bursement Analysis, SWD
Debra A. Akins, Corporate Market
ing, 3T
Donald M. Baldwin, Systems
Services, 1 OC
Michael E. Barrow, Development
Center, lOT
Horace L. Fisher, Systems Plan
ning, lOC
Anita J. Harris, Cashiers, 2C
Tonie V. Heggs, State Group
Claims, Unit I, 7C
Cynthia J. Hoffman, Medicare
Microfilm Simplex, 13T
Teri B. Roberts, Med B Claims,
16T

20 years

"In general, people
feel generic drugs are as
safe and effective as brand
names. But they're con
cerned about quality
control issues and there's
the potential for more
concern if they aren't
reassured," said Diane
Colasanto,Gallup vice
president
To determine how the
recent generic drug scandal
affected consumer atti
tudes, Lederle Laborato
ries, maker of brand name
and generic drugs, com
missioned a Gallup survey
of 1,009 households in
which generic drugs are
used. It was conducted in
October, 1 989, at the
height of the Food and
Drug Administration inves
tigations.
The survey found that
despite people's loss of

Rosebud Bartley, Customer Service
Department, 9C
Priscilla L. Davis, Medicare B
nights, 14T
Vivian L. Flowers, Group Direct
Market Support,6C
Brenda J. Furlow, In-line Quality
Analysis, 13T
Frances T. Knight, Membership &
Billing, SC
Sharon L. Melvin, Critical Inquiries,
4T
Janie B. Nelson, Comprehensive
Exam Entry I, ST
Verna M. Smith, Inpatient/Outpa
tient Proc., 9C
30 years
Carolyn M. Slawin, Customer
Service, TAM
35 years
Antonio J. Favino, Sr. VP of Opera
tions, 20T
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HOW SAFE
AND SECURE
ARE YOU?
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Yes No

□ □
□ □
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Did you lock your car when you left it in
the parking lot this morning?
2.
If you are the last to leave at night, do
you lock the door to your office or notify
security?
3. □ □ Do you always try to park in well-lighted
and well-traveled areas?
4. □ □ Do you insist on identification from repair
persons who come to work in the office?
Are you extra alert while they are there?
5. □ □ Do you know the location of the fire exits
in your building?
6. □ □ Do you keep your purse or wallet with
you at all times or locked in a drawer
or closet?
7. □ □ If something suspicious or frightening
happened - a stranger loitering near the
door, a burglary, a telephone bomb
threat- do you know the telephone
numbers for the security, police, and
fire departments?
8. □ □ Do you keep track of the office keys in
your possession, storing them in a secure
place and not handing them out to
unauthorized persons? Do you report all
lost keys immediately to the security
department?
□
□
Do you shred important papers before
9.
discarding them in the wastebasket?
1 O. □ □ Do you avoid letting telephone callers
know that your boss or fellow workers
are out of town?
1 1 . □ □ Would you know how to respond if you
were attacked or threatened?
If you answered "yes" to all 11 questions, congratula
tions! You're helping to make this a safer workplace for
all of us. A score of 8 or more indicates you are fairly
alert and aware, but could use a little more practice.
Under 8, call the security department for a remedial
class in crime prevention!
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OR YOUR BENEFIT
By Bev Ames

Vacation Policy:

: r analyzing national and local survey data, the Compensation and
department discovered BCBSF could become a more competitive
r by providing vacation during the first year of employment. The cor1cation policy was revised, and the changes were effective as of
1 , 1990.
11ew hires and full-time employees (grades 12 and below) who have
:or at least six months -- but less than one year -- by January 1 , 1990,
ligible for one week of vacation. When they complete one year of
employees will be eligible for two weeks of vacation. (The policy for
3 and above remains unchanged.)
previous vacation policy allowed employees to borrow up to five
,acation after six months of service; those five days were then sub
rom the ten days granted at one year of service. Under the new
mployees who already borrowed vacation after working for six
will have these vacation days subtracted from the five days granted
try 1 , 1990.
e are some examples on how the new vacation policy will affect emryl was hired on January 30, 1989. He borrowed five days of vacation
r working for six months. He won't earn five more days on January 1 ,
0 , but he will earn ten more days on January 30, 1990 - - one year
r he was hired.
!na was hired on March 1 , 1989. She hasn't borrowed any vacation.
will earn five days on January I , 1990. On March 1 , 1990, after one
; of service, she will earn ten more days of vacation.
ly was hired on July 30, 1989. Because he will have worked for less
1 six months by January 1 , 1990, he won't earn five days until
1ary 30, 1990 -- six months from the day he was hired. On July 30,
0, he receives ten days of vacation time.
sandra was hired on May I , 1989. She borrowed two days after six
1ths of service. On January 1 , 1990, she gets three days (for the total
ive that employees now receive after six months of service) and on
f 1 , 1990, she will receive another ten days.
hope these examples help you understand the new policy. If you still
�stions about the changes, call Sandy Harrison at 791-6923 or
. es at 79 1-6408.
1der: If.for business reasons, you are unable to take your vacation
fore your next benefits eligibility date, you should submit an excep
t1est to your supervisor either to be paid or to be allowed to carry over
1ys. All exceptions to the vacation policy require the approval of the
1P of Human Resources and your Senior VP.
r to better serve you, Compensation and Benefits and HRIC will
iting your comments on new Feedback/Comment Cards. Wben11 use our services, please take the time to complete a Feedback/
int card and drop it in the comment box. One will be located
of HRIC, another will be by the Dispensary on 3T.
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IN THE SPOTLIGHT

Service
Anniversaries
The following employees are
celebrating service anniversaries in
February:
5 Jears
Dale Beaman, Institutional Reim
bursement Program Development,
18T
Gale L. Bennett, FEP Telephone
Inquiries, 4T
Rosalind D. Brunson Britt, South
ern Region Major Accounts, 7T
Davis Diaz, MIS, MIA
Debra A. Evans, Life Insurance
Subsidiary, FCL
James H. Forshier, HOI, MIS, HTF
Shelia P. Grossholz, Life Insurance
Subsidiary, FCL
Monice L. Hilton Young, Med B
Communications, Unit I, SWD
Sara C. Johnson, Cash Manage
ment, l lT
Michael L. Latimer, National
Accounts Receivable, 1 1 T
Catherine A. Leslie, Med A Secon
dary Payer, 9C
Willetta R. Liptrot, National
Research & Development, 7C
Jane L. Plourde, Health Options of
Jacksonville, JXM
Michele W. Sahdala, Litigation
Research, 6T
John P. Seats, Medical Administra
tion ROI, UBM
James F. Simmons, Institutional
Reimbursement Administration, 18T
Sharon E. Sims, Facilities Planning,
GIL
Brenda S. Vonhedt, National Acct
Claims, 6T
10 }'ears
Danise N. Fernandez, Claims
Customer Service, 4T
Brenda J. Harley, Miami Audit
Branch, MIP

confidence, 66 percent are
very satisfied with generic
drugs, while 25 percent are
fairly satisfied. Half
believe quality control for
generics is not as good as
for brand names.
Women, the highly
educated and the affluent
were more likely to revise
their opinions after hearing
reports of scandal. Of
these, about 50 percent
developed negative
attitudes toward both the
generic and the brand
name industries, the poll
found.
"Key in the process of
restoring confidence are
pharmacists. They should
communicate their feelings
about generics and manu
facturing practices to
consumers," Colasanto
said. -- USA Today

For A Long Life -
Eat Right, Don't
Smoke, Become A
Mormon

The lowest death rates
ever reported from heart
disease and cancer were
found in a group of 10,000
Mormons, according to a
recent study conducted by
the National Cancer
Institute. People who had
never smoked, had regular
physical activity and
regular sleep habits had
"extremely low death
rates," said James Enstrom,
a University of California
researcher. Middle-aged
Mormon men who adhered
to all three factors had only
34 percent the cancer death
rate of non-Mormon
middle-aged white men, 14
percent the heart disease
death rate and 22 percent
the overall rate. Average
life expectancy for a 25year-old Mormon man is

85; of other men, 74. For
Mormon women, 86; for
other women, 80.
-- USA Today

Alzheimer's
Implications

More than four million
Americans over 65 may
have Alzheimer's disease,
twice as many as previ
ous!y estimated, The
Washington Post reported.
Findings included in a
comprehensive study
represent the clearest
evidence to date of the
extent of the disease. The
research was conducted in
East Boston by a team
from Harvard Medical
School and reported in the

Journal of the American
Medical Association.

Because older people
have become the fastest
growing segment of the
American population, the
National Institute on Aging
estimates that within fifty
years, as many as 14
million Americans could
have the disease.

hospitalized for no appar
In the study, nearly
every elderly person in
ent reason at a cost of
East Boston was examined nearly $1 billion a year,
according to researchers at
carefully for cognitive
the University of Califor
impairment from Alz
nia at San Francisco. They
heimer's. The most
surprising finding was that found no clinical explana
the rate of disease rises far tion for 216,000 such hos
more dramatically with age pitali7.ations, which cost
than had been suspected.
$942 million per year.
In 48.2 percent of the
Of the 3,626 people
cases studied, patients
studied, more than 10
percent of all those above
went to the hospital
65 probably had Alz
because of a lack of
heimer's, the researchers
nursing home support
found. Only 3 percent of
services, understaffing,
those between the ages of
poor nurse-physician com
munication and family
65 to 74 had the disease,
but 18.7 percent of those
pressure.
between the ages of 75 to
The study, funded by
84 had it, as did more than the National Institute on
47 percent of those age 85
Aging, covered three West
and over.
Coast homes, including a
1 ,200-bed government
"This study really
represents the first step in
owned facility.
learning the true scope of
-- Medicine & Health
this disease in the U.S.
population," says
Helpful Hospital
Creighton Phelps, vice
Trends
president for Medical
Family members and
Affairs at the Alzheimer's
friends are sharing rooms
Association. "We are
with patients in coopera
looking at an enorm ous
tive care units (CCUs),
number of sick people. The now open at about eighteen
financial and public health hospitals nationwide,
implications are remark
according to an article in
able."
the Wall Street Journal.
-- The Washington Post
"It helps us, and them,
while they're here, and it
certainly makes them a
better health care team
when they get home," says
Anthony J. Grieco, medical
director of cooperative
care at New York Univer
sity Medical Center, where
the concept originated ten
years ago.
It also saves money.
Because patients require
less attention from nurses
Too Many Nursing
and other staff, the room
charges are lower -- about
Home Patients Are
$
100 less per day than a
Being Hospitalized
regular
room. Patients who
Thousands of nursing
spend
time
in CCUs
home patients are being
rrwre
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include cancer patients
needing prolonged radia
tion therapy, diabetics
learning to manage their
blood sugar levels, and
cardiac bypass patients.
CCUs are "really part of
the hospital of the 2 1st
century," says Grieco.
-- Wall Street Journal

The Impact Of AIDS

In its first report to
President George Bush,
issued eight months early
to highlight the urgency of
the problem, the National
Commission on AIDS said
the federal government has
failed to take the necessary
steps to get health care to
people with AIDS.
The report said there is
a growing complacency
toward the epidemic and
that there is no national
plan for dealing with the
impact of AIDS on an
already faltering health
care system.
The commission
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places the blame for the
failure on both government
Artists Can't Get
and private business,
Coverage
including insurance and
Actors and other
pharmaceutical companies, people generically known
but is particularly critical
as artists are complaining
of the Bush Administra
that they are having a hard
tion's drug policy.
time getting health
While one-third of the insurance coverage.
1 10,000 reported AIDS
Some arts groups and
cases are among intrave
insurance agents, seeking
nous drug abusers,the
affordable group health
White House National
coverage for members,
Drug Control Strategy
believe AIDS concerns are
mentions AIDS only four
a factor, but admit they
times in its ninety pages of have no solid evidence.
text and not at all in its
David Segal, an
recommendations.
independent insurance
The panel predicts that agent in Newton, Massa
AIDS will be far worse in
chusetts, said he was
the 1990s than in the 1980s unable to get affordable
and that it will probably
health coverage for the
kill 200,000 people in the
Massachusetts Cultural
next four years. As of
Alliance, whose Blue
October 3 1, 1989, AIDS
Cross and Blue Shield plan
had killed 66,493 people,
rates rose dramatically in
according to the Centers
1987.
for Disease Control.
"I found I couldn't do
The Commission
much for them," Segal
estimates that direct
said. "Some companies
medical care for people
look at an industry and ask
with AIDS will cost from
what type of people are in
$2.5 billion to $ 15. 1 billion this industry. People who
in 199 1 .
are artists would be a
Almost one quarter of
higher risk... There's an
AIDS patients have no
unwritten rule [that
private or public health
insurers] feel there is a
insurance, and those who
higher risk for homosexu
are covered by Medicaid
als and AIDS."
often get little assistance.
A spokesman for Blue
For example, doctors in
Cross and Blue Shield of
New York City who see a
Massachusetts said the
new AIDS patients in an
company has "no bias"
office visit get only $7 in
toward artists or any other
compensation from
profession but that its
Medicaid,compared with
group health rates are
$78 from a Blue Cross and experienced based.
Blue Shield plan and $80
"I think there is
from Medicare.
evidence that certain
-- BCBSA
groups -- and artists might

very well be one of them -
have higher risks," he said.
He did not say whether
AIDS is one of those risks.
The Plan does not
prescreen group members
for AIDS, the spokesman
said, but it does ask
potential non-group
subscribers if AIDS is a
preexisting condition.
Meanwhile, the
National Endowment for
the Arts is funding a study
by the American Council
on the Arts in New York
that may give some insight
into the problem of artists
and health insurance.
-- Journal of Commerce

Playing Doctor

It's a game some
doctors play, but it's one
that may be costing
patients, their employers
and insurance companies
hundreds of millions of
dollars a year.
When filling out an
insurance form,a doctor
might code the removal of
a 3-millimeter mole as the
removal of a 2-centimeter
mole. The simple "upcod
ing" earns him $ 190 more
from a health insurer.
Another doctor may
code a hysterectomy as a
number of separate
procedures, bringing in
thousands of dollars more.
This is called "un
bundling."
A third game is known
as "exploding" a test. A
doctor might itemize a
series of tests that are all
done on a single sample of

tion Center (HRIC) provided a com
puter-generated random sample of all
BCBSF employees. The sample con
tained 799 names and was propor
tionally representative of all three
employment levels -- non-exempt,
exempt professionals and manage
ment -- in all areas of the company.
Three hundred and sixty-four
employees returned the mailed
survey. While they generally liked all
existing communications devices,
many of them, especially the non
exempts,made suggestions for
improvement. Some of the com
ments made about Pro.file were:
expand it to a magazine format,
include more information about
national news affecting the industry,
and add a message from executives
in every issue. As you'll see, no time
was wasted in implementing those
and many other good suggestions.
My thanks to all the employees
who participated in the survey, to
Michael Fagan, Susan Schmitz and
Linda Wilson of the Market Research
department and everyone else
involved.

Secretary Aletta ShuJes and Carl Ogden. visited Jackson.ville on. January 1 7 to meet 1
execuJives. Shown. here from left to right are: Jim Hopper, Carl Ogden., Secretary A.
Victoria Bankhead an.a

Dignitaries
Visit BCBSF

Aletta Shutes was recently
appointed as the new Secretary of the
Florida Department of Administra
tion (the agency that manages the
state employee health plan.) Because
the state is the largest Florida-based
account BCBSF handles, company

officials wanted her to unde1
how the company works and
value it offers the state empl
benefit program. Secretary !
and Carl Ogden, director of
Division of State Employees
ance, visited the home offict
January 17.
For more information, c
Price, (904) 791-6083.

Buckle UJ

By Michael Legan)
Manager of Safety and S,

Generosity Is
Its Own
Reward ...

Graham, include: Sheryl Fleming,
Joan Fairman, Irvin Philpot,
Curtis Lord, Grace Elizabeth Ignico,
John Bookstaver, Ginger Weinbaum,
Robin Lee, Cynthia Pohlmann, Gail
Floyd, Carole Losey, Alphonso
Webb,
Pamela Lehan, Valerie Hall,
But a portable stereo never hurts!
Employees recognized for outstanding Sharon D. Taylor, Hattie Huff,
contributions to the 1989 United Way Nancy Fender, Ana Collado, Jan
netter Green and Robert Endriss.
Campaign, organized by Allan

Blue Cross and Blue Sh
Florida is now a member of
Northeast Florida Chapter o1
National Safety Council. Thi
membership makes the most
information regarding safety
health issues available to all
ees. BCBSF is now entitled 1
discounts on services such ru
mational workshops, semina
safety and health literature a
tapes.
As part of the informati<
campaign, the Safety and Se
department will sponsor safe
awareness theme months. Fe
theme is seatbelt use. You'll
posters about seatbelt use on
bulletin boards, and addition
ture in the plastic bins next ti
boards.
If you need more inform
call the Safety and Security c
ment at (904) 791-8615 or 7�
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rihanl(')ou . . .

RETURN YOUR COMMENTS ,
QUESTIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
TO
PROFILE
C/O PUBLIC RELATIONS , 3C,
532 RIVERSIDE AVENUE,
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32202
OR CALL 79 1 -6329.

For responding to last month's survey. You'll find the results on the other side of this card.
Here are just a few of the comments that accompanied the survey questions:
An exempt/professional who disliked Profile, found it not very informative and not very useful, spent 1 1 to 15 minutes
reading it and said, "It might be OK in a doctor's office, but has no particular value as a vehicle for internal information
or for employee morale. Looks like a fat budget exists in Public Relations! " * (see page 19 of the February issue)
Another exempt/professional liked it a lot, found it very useful and somewhat informative and spent more than 15
minutes reading it wondered "How much does it cost!? Can it be done on less expensive paper stock and still accom
plish PR's objectives?" (The print shop chose the paper for its low cost; it is the best choice for quality reproduction at
a reasonable price.)
A manager who liked Profile a lot, found it very informative and somewhat useful and spent more that 15 minutes
reading it said it had "good diversity and depth, and significant material" and suggested that a "few more pictures of
and about employees might make it more widely popular." (More photographs will be included infuture issues.)
A non-exempt who liked Profile a lot, found it very informative and very useful spent 1 1 to 15 minutes reading it and
said "I like very much the new, expanded edition. Very interesting." (Great!)
And a manger who liked Profile a lot, found it very informative and very useful spent 1 1 to 15 minutes reading it and
said it was the "best publication of this type I've ever seen in any company! " (Wow! Thanks for the feedback!)

Thank you for taldng the time to complete and return the survey cards included in the January issue.
As of February 1, 128 cards had been returned. The results of the survey are detailed below:
Question #1 asked if you thought the January issue of Profile was informative.
79 percent thought it was very informative;
18 percent thought it was somewhat informative;
2 percent thought it was not at all informative.
2 percent thought it was not very informative;
Question #2 asked if the information in the January issue was useful.
42 percent thought it was somewhat useful;
48 percent thought it was very useful;
2 percent thought it was not at all useful.
6 percent thought it was not very useful;
Question #3 asked how much time was spent reading the January issue.
16 percent spent 6 to 10 minutes;
1 percent spent 5 minutes or less;
SO percent spent 15 or more minutes.
30 percent spent 11 to 15 minutes;
Question #4 asked if you liked the new length and magazine format of the January issue.
17 percent like it somewhat;
79 percent liked it a lot;
2 percent dislike it.
0 percent don't really care;
Question #5 asked you to describe your job level.
31 percent were non-exempt;
26 percent were management;

41 percent were exempt/professional;
1 percent was "other."

For more information, contact the Public Relations division by calling 791-6329.

Peop {e, p {aces, things ...
Hey, Profile! Do a story about:

IN THE SPOTLIGHT

\ Caring
Spirit

JSF recruiter Shirley A.
1as two good reasons to
� this month. It's her six-year
ary of employment with the
r, and she has won recogni1er outstanding work
g the handicapped.
ton earns high praise from
er Valerie Strickland Smith,
,rporate recruiter, who says,
has always gone the extra
r caring spirit and sense of
m to the organization are
Jressive. She took on the
bility of working with blind,
other physically impaired
als, and has made the whole
a better, more expansive
result of her sense of com-

t sense of commitment to her
med her recognition from
Menendez, secretary of the
)epartment of Labor and
nent Security.
1endez appointed Dunton to

be a member of the State of Florida
Independent Living Council, a
fourteen-member, joint, statewide
advisory and advocacy body admini
stered, staffed and operated by the
Division of Vocational Rehabilitation
of the Florida Department of Labor
and the Division of Blind Services of
the Florida Department of Education.
Dunton first became involved
with recruiting the handicapped
about five years ago, when she was a
Personal Assistant in the Employ-

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --,

>lay the
Jame
;ame

>u could be a winner!

.

�:� .

- -� (-�

! page 1 3 for details ...
______________________J
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ment office. She worked with the
Vocational Reh abilitation department
to place a young man with a hearing
impairment as a groundskeeper.
Since then, Dunton has placed
several other individuals with hearing
impairments in positions throughout
the company.
"When we first hired the hearing
impaired, some people were really
concerned, but with minimal adjust
ments, all are fine. One supervisor in
Med B Claims, Pam Haddock, even
took sign language classes to work
better with them.
"They have a lot to offer. They
want to prove themselves to others,
so they work extra hard. I'm very
proud of all of them," says Dunton of
her recruits.

Survey Savvy
By Nathalie Charpin,
Public Relations Intern

Last September, as part of my
Public Relations internship at Blue
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida, I
was given the responsibility of devel
oping a readership survey for Profile
and BCBSFs other communications
devices -- bulletin boards, newslet
ters, memoranda, etc. The purpose of
the survey was to obtain feedback
from BCBSF employees about the
company's various channels of
communication and use the feedback
to make improvements.
Michael Fagan, the manager of
the Market Research department, and
Susan Schmitz and Linda Wilson in
Market Research provided me with a
questionnaire based on a list of ques
tions and recommendations provided
to us by the Public Relations staff, by
employees outside of the department,
and by top executives.
The Human Resources Informa-

blood, thereby turning a
$25 analysis into one that
costs $150.
"A lot of doctors are
making less money and
they are trying to find a
way to maintain their
incomes," said Laurens P.
White, a San Francisco
oncologist and former
president of the California
Medical Association.
White believes that
though the majority of
doctors are honest, "at least
5 percent are out-and-out
crooks, and my bet is that
another 30 percent are
overcharging in forms that
vary from trivial to
obscene."
Teaching doctors and
their staffs how to deal
with the coding system to
bolster billings has led to a
booming business for some
medical publishers and
practice consultants.
Insurers are trying to
combat code manipulation
through software designed
to detect and frustrate it
Blue Cross and Blue Shield
of Illinois announced it is
programming its computers
to crack down on billing
abuses that it estimates
may cost the plan as much
as $25 million a year.
"We've seen billings
of $8,000 to $9,000 for a
procedure that should
generate billings of
$2,500," says Dr. Arnold
Widen, the Plan's medical
director.
To reduce unbundled
claims, the Plan has
programmed its claims
processing system to
recognize them and
automatically adjust the
amount, printing checks
for the proper fees, says
C. Jonathan Shattuck,
senior vice president of
Health Care Affairs.

The system also prints
out weekly lists of all
physicians who submit
such claims. Staff mem
bers then call doctors to
explain the company's
opposition to the practice
and they follow the case
through to make sure the
doctor doesn't bill the
patient for the balance of
the fee.
For those states
without such a detection
system, even the growing
number of Health Mainte
nance Organizations have
failed to stem the rise. The
fees of some HMO doctors
are capped, and their com
pensation depends on the
number of patient-mem
bers they have.
This has given game
minded HMO doctors an
incentive to refer their
more complicated cases to
outside specialists whose
fees aren't capped -
leaving the HMO physi
cians time to see more
patients.
-- Wall Street Journal

�

For Those Who
Drink And Drive,
Coverage Is Denied

Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Maryland has
fil� proposed revisions to
its coverage that would
deny benefits to any poli
cyholder who has been
involved in a motor vehicle
accident while driving
under the influence of
drugs or alcohol and has

once before pleaded guily
or been found guilty of that
offense.
"Insurance companies
can no longer just pay
bills. We have a responsi
bility to offer products and
services that promote good
health and reduce injury
and illness," said Linda
Benedict, vice president of
BCBS of Maryland's
Individual Market Divi
sion.
"At the same time, we
shouldn't be asking our
customers to pay premiums
that are ultimately used to
provide benefits to those
who engage in dangerous
and self-destructive
activities," she said.
The filing with the
state insurance division
would affect about 37,000
policyholders under the
age of 65 who currently are
covered by the Plan's
major medical program for
individuals. -- BCBSA

Help To
Just Say No

Blue Cross of Califor
nia has created a new
managed care mental
health and substance abuse
product designed to help
employers save money.
It is Blue Cross of
California's response to a
marketplace demand for
solutions to mental health
and chemical dependency
problems in the workforce,
without compromising
solid treatment results.
Employers estimate
that treatment costs for
substance abuse and
mental health have jumped
between 30 to 60 percent
since 1987.
Dr. Brian Gould,
senior vice president and
medical director, said the

Plan has not been satisfied
with benefit restrictions as
a method for controlling
treatment costs for sub
stance abuse and mental
health problems.

"Instead," he ex
plained, "we have designed
a new product that evalu
ates the neoos of both the
employers and the employ
ees."
Called Behavioral
Health Access (BHA), the
product covers outpatient
and intermediate services
using a network of physi
cians and hospitals focused
on quality and cost
effective care. BHA's
system for managing
patient use of services is
designed to guarantee cost
management
The program encom
passes outpatient, partial
hospital, day treatment and
residential care, as well as
inpatient hospital care,
Gould said. BHA's chemi
cal dependency treatment
coverage places no limits
on the type of service, as
long as network providers
are used.
As of January, BHA
will be offered statewide to
the Plan's existing group
accounts, as well as to
other employers as a stand
alone enhancement to their
group insurance.
-- BCBSA
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Are You A
CD*
Player?
* Corporate direction?

What is that?
Do we have one? If we
do, what does it mean
and where do you fit in?
A few pieces of a
very big puzzle ...

T

he first thing you should know is that ours is not a simple, stable industry. It
changes constantly and dramatically. Understanding those changes is every
body's responsibility. Adapting to them is the secret to survival.
Flexibility is key, says Mike Cascone, executive vice president of Private Busi
ness Operations. "In any environment that's stable, you can have a stable strategy or
direction to operate in. Our environment is not that stable. It is rapidly changing, it's
constantly changing, and as the environment and the market change, the customer
changes and the providers change. We've got to be capable of changing with it. To
have a strategy and say, 'I'm going to stick to it because that's my strategy,' is to decide
you are going out of business. You just won't know when.
"We have, however, set a very reasonable and very effective core strategy that
has not changed significantly in a number of years. There have been refinements, yes,
but we are unlike some corporations that have changed basic strategy and direction
multiple times in a three-to-five year period, which tends to be extremely disruptive t(?
the organization.
"What we set in place -- going back really to 1985 -- was a strategy that has
evolved into being a low-cost producer."
8 FEBRUARY 1990

$2 million within the first three years
of use.
The audio response system
selected by the feasibility workgroup
is a product of Intervoice, Inc. Jeanie
Gilreath, issue manager of Provider
Inquiry Management for Health
Industry Services Operations, is en
couraging employees to get involved
in the contest to name the system.
See contest details to the right
For more information, call
Gilreath at (904) 739-4535.

The Audio Response Systen
Name Game

An Audio Response System (ARS) is being installed J
tine provider telephone inquiries. The system needs a nan
we need your help. We want employees to make suggestii
a name based on the guidelines listed below. Three name�
be selected for testing with providers.
The employee suggesting the winning name will recei
$100. Two other employees will each receive $50. Be en
and submit as many names as you wish. Make the name c
and easy to remember -- for example, the Empire New Y<
plan named their ARS "Fast Check" ; the Pennsylvania ph
named theirs OASIS.

CAREER CORNER
Convincing Your Boss:

If your boss is the type who
doesn't react favorably to new
ideas, consider these approaches:
• Shape your idea so that it can
be approved by your immediate
boss. If the boss has to go
upstairs for approval, it might
never happen.
• 'Discuss the idea with your
peers and others who might be
affected. If the boss says, "the
others won't like it," note that
you've obtained support of the
people who would be involved in
the change.
• Find something in the com
pany guidelines or policies that
will support what you want to do.
Bureaucrats, especially, love to
follow manuals.
• Explain how the change will
help the organization get where it
wants to go faster, easier and,
perhaps, cheaper.
• Show how the change will
make the boss look good and the
organization more reputable.
• Use company jargon and terms
that are hot buttons in your
organization. If possible, relate
the change to one of the com
pany's key goals and objectives.
• Offer three reasons why your
idea should be accepted. Two
may not seem like enough and
four may be too many.
Source: The George Odiorne Letter, Com
munications Briefings, Vol. 8, Num. 9.

CONTEST RULES

Eligibility
All employees of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida are eligible
members of the Selection Committee. Entries will be date-stamped ,
receive-<!. If we receive duplicate names, the one we receive first wil
considered.
Name Guidelines
I . The system will provide immediate access to eligibility, benefit
claim status information.
2. Providers will be able to use the system after standard service h
(nights and weekends).
3. The system provides simple access to on-line information via a
touch-tone telephone.
4. The system will have its own 800 number -- 1 (800) 333-9090.
5. The name should convey the idea of efficiency, reliability, and
improved access to routine information.
6. A name currently used in the United States cannot be selected.
Deadline
All entries must be received in ms Operations, WR, by 5 p.m. Mon
February 26.
r---------------------1

Name the Audio Response System
Contest Form

Suggested Name______________

Rationale: (optional)_____________

Name___________ Extension___
Department_________ Floor_____

Return to Jeanie Gilreath, HIS Operations, JPR, by S p.m., Monday, F

L----------------------
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automatically, by using their touch
tone telephone.
As a result of recommendations
made by the Provider Inquiry
Service workgroup, an audio re
sponse system (ARS) has been pur
chased and will be installed to handle
the high volume of routine provider
inquiries the company receives.
The initial Provider Service
workgroup was formed in May of
1987 to investigate service problems
from the providers' perspective. It
found that providers are reluctant to
depend on printed information and
r Ro bert Solomon and OCR operator Carol Mixson demonstrate the system's efficiency.
prefer to call BCBSF directly to
verify benefits, deductible status,
If you'd like a tour of the OCR
coverage and reimbursement require
operation, presently located in the
ments or to follow up on submitted
SWD building downtown,or if you
claims.
have any questions about the process,
Currently, the company receives
call Solomon at 359-8568.
more than a million provider inquiry
calls per year, at an average cost of
•
$3.48 per inquiry.
A more efficient, cost-effective
way to handle a high volume of
m the Optical Character
inquiries is by implementing an
on (OCR) scanner was in
automated, interactive system.
March, 1989, an average of
Doctors, hospitals and other
Information is accessed by entering
1ims were processed
health care providers who need
specific data (for example, a contract
md eight OCR entry exam
information from Blue Cross and
number) on a touch-tone telephone.
. track of the system. Now,
Blue Shield of Florida about eligibil
When fully operational, the
0 examiners handle a
ity, benefits and status of claims will audio response system is expected to
id of more than 320,000 per soon be able to get that information
save the company approximately
ays Medicare B Manager
1lomon. "We expect that
> double in 1990."
)ptical Character Recogni1er works with a special
to read the typed or com
.led characters on a HCPA
1. The claims are fed auto
through the scanner, which
data and then gives each
><le number called an ICN.
nation is then microfilmed
>ed in batches of fifty.
)CR process is a cross
raditional claims entry and
media claims (EMC), says
Members of the Audio Response Development gro up, pictwedfrom left to right, include: John Miller,
and it is a cost-effective
Don Baldwin, Roland Sayward, Diane Davis, Lynda Richnwnd, Bob Vance, Jeanie Gilreath, Cathy
ndle thousands of claims
Pep er, Don Holmes, Saprina Lewis. No t Pictured: Grayling Dennis, Jeff Chastain, Donna Royall.

�w System
�eds Med B
Claims
rocess1ng

1

th.
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One Call Is
All It Takes

To understand our corporate
direction, you have to start with its
components -- vision, purpose and
objectives.
While these three words seem
simple, they are, like BCBSF itself,
involved and complex. :Each word is
worth a thousand more,and a
thousand more words have already
been written, but the essence of each
can be reduced to simple statements.
The corporate vision, or focus
of the company, has four parts:
• To be recognized as an industry
leader for quality, service and value.
• To consistently deliver excellent
service to our customers.
• To be the low-cost producer which
will sustain a competitive advantage
by managing the cost of health care.
• To select the best people,organize
effectively, and offer long-term op
portunity, satisfaction and growth.
The corporate purpose, the
reason for existing, has two parts:
• To meet the needs of our customers
for quality health care at a reasonable
cost. In all markets, the challenge is
to develop innovative, socially
responsible solutions to the needs of
our customers for access to health
care that is both affordable and of
high quality.
• To recognize the need of our
employees for a stable working envi
ronment that of fers long-term
personal and professional growth op
portunities.
There are seven corporate
objectives, or business goals:
• To provide to our customers
predictable, understandable, "hassle
free" service that is consistent with
their expectations at purchase and
that minimizes the need for customer
involvement with payment to
providers.
• To maintain Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Florida as a financially
strong and competitive organization.
• To attain dominant private market
share consistent with financial
soundness, delivery of superior
service and our overall provider
strategy.
• To support a strong, effective,

national organization of Plans.
• To develop and maintain an
effective, highly motivated and
productive organization.
• To create sustainable competitive
advantage through effective business
relationships with providers.
• To gain public and governmental
understanding, acceptance and
support of corporate policies,
programs and actions.
I dentifying and defining corpo
rate direction is the responsibility of
the executive staff. But they depend
on all employees to "work it,"
according to Cascone. "We continue
working on corporate direction
throughout the year, not just as a
group in executive staff meetings,
but also within our units. We try to
get input and reactions from people
of all levels and we constantly bring
that back through the planning
process. As we move forward
throughout the year, we make
revisions in corporate direction and
corporate strategy based on the
environment and the input of our
people."

" The over-arching
strategy statement heavily
focuses on medical cost
management."
-- Ken Otis
The over-arching corporate
strategy is one of cost leadership by
becoming the low-cost producer,
capitalizing on our consumer
franchise by delivering products with
added value at lower cost than our
competitors. There are presently ten
supporting elements of the strategy
designed to help the company
achieve its seven objectives:
• To manage care by developing a
high-quality, integrated product line
with a range of choices for better
controlling the cost of health care.
• To emphasize profitability and
focus on controlling medical costs
and sound underwriting.

• To implement a marketing "pull"
strategy, create a demand for our
products, segment markets, and
develop marketing strategies and
plans that take advantage of our
strengths.
• To engage all employees in
improving customer service.
• To improve organi7.ational effec
tiveness, foster a good leadership and
teamwork climate, and stay close to
the customers and providers through
regionalization.
• To develop a sound public policy
to deal with state and national legis
lation and regulatory issues and
promote a competitive, not regulated,
health care industry.
• To promote our corporate image
and demonstrate that the company is
caring, effective, high quality, strong
and progressive.
• To use enhanced technology for
managed care innovations and to
maintain acceptable parity in
processing/telecommunications
capabilities.
• To participate in the Blue Cross
and Blue Shield Association to
influence national programs and
products.
• To consider investment in subsidi
aries and diversification in areas
which support our core business.
Eecutive staff depends on the
input of many employees to set the
strategy, but even more important,
says Ken Otis, executive vice presi
dent of Marketing and Health Care
Services, is their understanding of the
whole process. "It is hard for people
to really be effective or motivated if
they don't have a good, solid under
standing of corporate objectives and
strategies.
"Ultimately, our success or
failure is tied to that understanding -
as well as to the input, the contribu
tion and the support of all employees.
If you have a set of objectives, strate
gies and programs that most people
don't know about, your chances of
having them realized successfully are
greatly reduced."
The sequence and order of these
continued next page
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elements of strategy are not random
or accidental, Otis says. "Number
one -- at the top of the list -- is
managed care. The over-arching
strategy statement heavily focuses on
medical cost management."
In fact, Otis says, the most sig
nificant changes will be in the area of
medical cost management. "If we are
going to succeed in the private
sector, we have to become more
effective in managed care than we
are today. I think the products are
going to change. Our involvement in
medical care delivery systems will
change and accelerate. I think,
increasingly, we are going to find
ourselves not in the insurance claims
processing business, but in the
delivery of health care business. It's a
dramatic, fundamental change from
where we've been. We're in the
middle of it right now. It's happening
today. It will continue and accelerate
in the next five years."
To be successful in dealing with
these changes, employees need to
stay informed and understand their
role in the corporation. "Understand
ing is fundamental," says Otis. "We
need to encourage and expect -- from
all of our employees -- more than just
a mechanical, cookbook, do-it-by
the-numbers approach. We need to
encourage and solicit their enthusias
tic support, but more than that, their
ideas for how to do it better. We
need everybody working on how to
do it better.
"This is not an organization
whose objective is to crunch big
stacks of paper," says Otis. "It is an
organization whose function is to
meet the needs of our membership. If
we think in terms of how to provide
the right products and the right
services in a timely, caring way,
we're ultimately going to win in the
marketplace."■
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Sharing The
Burden Of
SCHA

By Marjorie Moe, Media Relations

Mike Hightower, vice president
of Governmental and Legislative
Relations, told the Senate Insurance
Committee that a state-managed
health insurance plan for Floridians
who are rejected
by private insurers
should be funded
more equitably
and operated more
efficiently.
The legisla
ture created the
State ComprehenMilce Highlower sive Health Asso
ciation (SCHA) in 1983 to provide
insurance to people who cannot buy
coverage because of poor health.
Every year, the program operates at a
deficit that insurance companies now
subsidize through annual assess
ments.
Insurers received a tax credit for
their SCHA assessments until the
legislature revoked it last spring. A
new funding method is needed to
ease the financial burden on insurers,
which is estimated to exceed $15
million for 1 989, said Hightower.
Although the SCHA exists for
the benefit of all residents, its
subsidy is paid indirectly by less than
40 percent of Floridians, the people
who have group or individual health
insurance,including Medicare
supplemental insurance. As the
SCHA subsidy increases each year,
premiums increase, causing more
people to join the ranks of the
uninsured, who number about 2.2
million residents.
Hightower recommended
establishing a broad-based funding
method in which all residents share

in the cost of the program. To reduce
SCHA costs, he recommended
tightening eligibility requirements and
introducing managed care networks
such as preferred provider organizations (PPOs).
"It should be a program of last
resort. People who are eligible for any
other health care coverage should not
be eligible for the SCHA's subsidized
coverage," said Hightower.
PPOs, which have demonstrated
their effectiveness in controlling
health care costs, and cost-contain
ment programs that private insurance
offers,should be available to SCHA
members,said Hightower.
The SCHA now provides a higher
level of benefits than most private
insurance, including unlimited
inpatient hospital coverage, said
Hightower. "SCHA members should
receive the same level of coverage as
that offered by private insurers."

REGIONAL REPORT
Marketing successes for the
regions include the following
sales:
Southern Region -- five new
100+ groups, including Arrow
Air, and Specks Music.
Central Region -- Alamo Rent
A-Car, Tri-Tech Electronic, and
Damon's Restaurant
West Coast Region -- Banyon
Group, Cement Industries, and
Kearney Development
Northeast Region -- Orange
Park Heart Center, City of
Atlantic Beach, Xerox, and
Goodhead, America, Inc.
Northwest Region -- Investors
Group, and Baskerville-Dono
van.
Source: Connections, January 1990. Call
Barbara Hunter at (904) 791 -633 1 for more
information.

II

On The Move
A Progress Report
Bob Cooper has a new title. It is
the longest title ever,and it should
last him a good long time. He's the
Project Director for the Long-Term
Facilities Strategic Plan.
As the coporate liaison between
BCBSF and the team of Coopers and
Lybrand (C&L), the international
planning consultants working on the
move, Cooper helps validate the
models -- the financial reports, com
muter patterns, space requirements
and telecommunications needs
developed by C&L. He measures
actual floor space, documents storage
and equipment used, and checks all
the numbers in the reports.
Once the validation process is
complete, the final reports will be
given to executive staff so they can
make the decision about who moves
to Freedom Commerce Center.
Cooper reports that land has
been cleared for the Deerwood
property. Construction will begin
soon.
Every month, Cooper will
provide a progress report on the
move for Profile readers. If you
have any questions for him, call 7918650. Also, Cooper requests that you
complete and return the transporta
tion survey as soon as possible (you
should have received one by now) so
he can finish up his reports.

land has been clearedfor the new facility.

Beginning in February,
Jacksonville operations of �
A will be moving to the sec
third floors of the newly crn
Jackson Building at Freedrn
Commerce Center in Deern
The move was announc
Williams, vice president of
A, in a memo circulated to
A employees on December
For more information, c
Williams at 791-6524.

MARKETING BRIEFS

Customers want to feel valued:
Research on customer expectations of service suggests that c
ers in our society have high standards for what they call "gcx
customer service." Customers want prompt, accurate service,
want to deal with knowledgeable employees, and they want I
sonal attention. Most importantly, the customer wants to fee)
valued. To show this, the company must be responsive, treat
customer with respect and courtesy, and exhibit concern for 1
customer as an individual.

Customer Service -- the movie:
The Market Research Department has initiated a project to ru
service from the perspective of the customer. The first phase
effort was an in-depth probing of service issues with various
of customers. The results of this work have been prepared in
report entitled "A Customer Perspective on Good Service." l1
accompanied by a video that contains actual clips from inten
with customers. To view the video or for more information, c
Market Research at 791-6191.
More Floridians have positive opinions of BCBSF:
In a recent survey of the general public in Florida, overall fa,
opinion of BCBSF increased slightly between May and Nov(
1989. In addition, the general public's evaluation of BCBSF :
proved dramatically on a number of key characteristics, inclu
leadership in the industry, financial stability and efforts to co
health care costs. The research suggests that recent negative
publicity concerning Medicare backlogs has had a negligible
on the population as a whole.
Source: BCBSF Market Research DepanmenL Call Pam Prentice at (904) 791-6191
information.
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Sharing The
Burden Of
SCHA
By Marjorie Moe, Media Relations
Mike Hightower, vice president
of Governmental and Legislative
Relations, told the Senate Insurance
Committee that a state-managed
health insurance plan for Floridians
who are rejected
by private insurers
should be funded
more equitably
and operated more
efficiently.
The legisla
ture created the
State ComprehenMilce HighJower sive Health Asso
ciation (SCHA) in 1 983 to provide
insurance to people who cannot buy
coverage because of poor health.
Every year, the program operates at a
deficit that insurance companies now
subsidize through annual assess
ments.
Insurers received a tax credit for
their SCHA assessments until the
legislature revoked it last spring. A
new funding method is needed to
ease the financial burden on insurers,
which is estimated to exceed $15
million for 1 989, said Hightower.
Although the SCHA exists for
the benefit of all residents, its
subsidy is paid indirectly by less than
40 percent of Floridians, the people
who have group or individual health
insurance, including Medicare
supplemental insurance. As the
SCHA subsidy increases each year,
premiums increase, causing more
people to join the ranks of the
uninsured, who number about 2.2
million residents.
Hightower recommended
establishing a broad-based funding
method in which all residents share
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in the cost of the program. To reduce
SCHA costs, he recommended
tightening eligibility requirements and
introducing managed care networks
such as preferred provider organiza
tions (PPOs).
"It should be a program of last
resort. People who are eligible for any
other health care coverage should not
be eligible for the SCHA's subsidized
coverage," said Hightower.
PPOs, which have demonstrated
their effectiveness in controlling
health care costs, and cost-contain
ment programs that private insurance
offers, should be available to SCHA
members, said Hightower.
The SCHA now provides a higher
level of benefits than most private
insurance, including unlimited
inpatient hospital coverage, said
Hightower. "SCHA members should
receive the same level of coverage as
that offered by private insurers."

REGIONAL REPORT
Marlceting successes for the
regions include the following
sales:
Southern Region -- five new
1 00+ groups, including Arrow
Air, and Specks Music.
Central Region -- Alamo Rent
A-Car, Tri-Tech Electronic, and
Damon's Restaurant.
West Coast Region -- Banyon
Group, Cement Industries, and
Kearney Development.
Northeast Region -- Orange
Park Heart Center, City of
Atlantic Beach. Xerox, and
Goodhead, America. Inc.
Northwest Region -- Investors
Group, and Baskerville-Dono
van.
Source: Connections, January 1990. Call
Barbara Hunter at (904) 791 -63 31 for more
information.

On The Move
A Progress Report
Bob Cooper has a new title. It is
the longest title ever, and it should
last him a good long time. He's the
Project Director for the Long-Term
Facilities Strategic Plan.
As the coporate liaison between
BCBSF and the team of Coopers and
Lybrand (C&L), the international
planning consultants working on the
move, Cooper helps validate the
models -- the financial reports, com
muter patterns, space requirements
and telecommunications needs
developed by C&L. He measures
actual floor space, documents storage
and equipment used, and checks all
the numbers in the reports.
Once the validation process is
complete, the final reports will be
given to executive staff so they can
make the decision about who moves
to Freedom Commerce Center.
Cooper reports that land has
been cleared for the Deerwood
property. Construction will begin
soon.
Every month, Cooper will
provide a progress report on the
move for Profile readers. If you
have any questions for him, call 7918650. Also, Cooper requests that you
complete and return the transporta
tion survey as soon as possible (you
should have received one by now) so
he can finish up his reports.

Land has been cleared/or the new facility.

Beginning in February. the
Jacksonville operations of Medicare
A will be moving to the second and
third floors of the newly completed
Jackson Building at Freedom
Commerce Center in Deerwood.
The move was announced by Pat
Williams, vice president of Medicare
A, in a memo circulated to Medicare
A employees on December 19, 1989.
For more information, contact
Williams at 791 -6524.

MARKETING BRIEFS
Customers want to feel valued:
Research on customer expectations of service suggests that custom
ers in our society have high standards for what they call "good
customer service." Customers want prompt, accurate service, they
want to deal with knowledgeable employees, and they want per
sonal attention. Most importantly, the customer wants to feel
valued. To show this, the company must be responsive, treat the
customer with respect and courtesy, and exhibit concern for the
customer as an individual.
Customer Service -- the movie:
The Market Research Department has initiated a project to assess
service from the perspective of the customer. The first phase of this
effort was an in-depth probing of service issues with various groups
of customers. The results of this work have been prepared in a
report entitled "A Customer Perspective on Good Service." It is
accompanied by a video that contains actual clips from interviews
with customers. To view the video or for more information, call
Market Research at 79 1 -6191.
More Floridians have positive opinions of BCBSF:
In a recent survey of the general public in Florida, overall favorable
opinion of BCBSF increased slightly between May and November,
1989. In addition, the general public's evaluation of BCBSF im
proved dramatically on a number of key characteristics, including
leadership in the industry, financial stability and efforts to control
health care costs. The research suggests that recent negative
publicity concerning Medicare backlogs has had a negligible effect
on the population as a whole.
Source: BCBSF Market Research DepanmenL Call Pam Prentice at (904) 79 1 -6 1 9 1 for more
information.
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•

Manager Robert Solomon and OCR operator Carol Mixson demonstrate the system's efficiency.

New System
Speeds Med B
Claims
Processing
"When the Optical Character
Recognition (OCR) scanner was in
stalled in March, 1989, an average of
76,000 claims were processed
monthly and eight OCR entry exam
iners kept track of the system. Now,
twenty-two examiners handle a
claims load of more than 320,000 per
month," says Medicare B Manager
Robert Solomon. "We expect that
number to double in 1990."
The Optical Character Recogni
tion scanner works with a special
computer to read the typed or com
puter-printed characters on a HCFA
1500 form. The claims are fed auto
matically through the scanner, which
reads the data and then gives each
claim a code number called an ICN.
The information is then microfilmed
and grouped in batches of fifty.
The OCR process is a cross
between traditional claims entry and
electronic media claims (EMC), says
Solomon, and it is a cost-effective
way to handle thousands of claims
each month.
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If you'd like a tour of the OCR
operation, presently located in the
SWD building downtown, or if you
have any questions about the process,
call Solomon at 359-8568.

One Call Is
All It Takes
Doctors, hospitals and other
health care providers who need
information from Blue Cross and
Blue Shield of Florida about eligibil
ity, benefits and status of claims will
soon be able to get that information

automatically, by using their touch
tone telephone.
As a result of recommendations
made by the Provider Inquiry
Service workgroup, an audio re
sponse system (ARS) has been pur
chased and will be installed to handle
the high volume of routine provider
inquiries the company receives.
The initial Provider Service
workgroup was formed in May of
1987 to investigate service problems
from the providers' perspective. It
found that providers are reluctant to
depend on printed information and
prefer to call BCBSF directly to
verify benefits, deductible status,
coverage and reimbursement require
ments or to follow up on submitted
claims.
Currently, the company receives
more than a million provider inquiry
calls per year, at an average cost of
$3.48 per inquiry.
A more efficient, cost-effective
way to handle a high volume of
inquiries is by implementing an
automated, interactive system.
Information is accessed by entering
specific data (for example, a contract
number) on a touch-tone telephone.
When fully operational, the
audio response system is expected to
save the company approximately

Members ofthe Audio Response Development gro up, pictwedfrom left to right, include: John Miller,
Don Baldwin, Roland Sayward, Diane Davis, Lynda Richmond, Bob Vance, Jeanie Gilreath, Cathy
Peper, Don Holmes, Saprina Lewis. Not Pictured: Grayling Dennis, Jeff Chastain, Donna Royall.

To understand our corporate
direction, you have to start with its
components -- vision, purpose and
objectives.
While these three words seem
simple, they are, like BCBSF itself,
involved and complex. F.ach word is
worth a thousand more, and a
thousand more words have already
been written, but the essence of each
can be reduced to simple statements.
The corporate vision, or focus
of the company, has four parts:
• To be recognized as an industry
leader for quality, service and value.
• To consistently deliver excellent
service to our customers.
• To be the low-cost producer which
will sustain a competitive advantage
by managing the cost of health care.
• To select the best people, organize
effectively, and offer long-term op
portunity, satisfaction and growth.
The corporate purpose, the
reason for existing, has two parts:
• To meet the needs of our customers
for quality health care at a reasonable
cost. In all markets, the challenge is
to develop innovative, socially
responsible solutions to the needs of
our customers for access to health
care that is both affordable and of
high quality.
• To recognize the need of our
employees for a stable working envi
ronment that offers long-term
personal and professional growth op
portunities.
There are seven corporate
objectives, or business goals:
• To provide to our customers
predictable, understandable, "hassle
free" service that is consistent with
their expectations at purchase and
that minimizes the need for customer
involvement with payment to
providers.
• To maintain Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Florida as a financially
strong and competitive organization.
• To attain dominant private market
share consistent with financial
soundness, delivery of superior
service and our overall provider
strategy.
• To support a strong, effective,

national organization of Plans.
• To develop and maintain an
effective, highly motivated and
productive organization.
• To create sustainable competitive
advantage through effective business
relationships with providers.
• To gain public and governmental
understanding, acceptance and
support of corporate policies,
programs and actions.
I dentifying and defining corpo
rate direction is the responsibility of
the executive staff. But they depend
on all employees to "work it,"
according to Cascone. "We continue
working on corporate direction
throughout the year, not just as a
group in executive staff meetings,
but also within our units. We try to
get input and reactions from people
of all levels and we constantly bring
that back through the planning
process. As we move forward
throughout the year, we make
revisions in corporate direction and
corporate strategy based on the
environment and the input of our
people."

" The over-arching
strategy statement heavily
focuses on medical cost
management."
-- Ken Otis
The over-arching corporate
strategy is one of cost leadership by
becoming the low-cost producer,
capitalizing on our consumer
franchise by delivering products with
added value at lower cost than our
competitors. There are presently ten
supporting elements of the strategy
designed to help the company
achieve its seven objectives:
• To manage care by developing a
high-quality, integrated product line
with a range of choices for better
controlling the cost of health care.
• To emphasize profitability and
focus on controlling medical costs
and sound underwriting.

• To implement a marketini
strategy, create a demand fc
products, segment markets,
develop marketing strategie
plans that take advantage of
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re You A
D*
.ayer?
rporate direction?
t is that?
'e have one? If we
rhat does it mean
where do you fit in?
A few pieces of a
big puzzle ...

he first thing you should know is that ours is not a simple, stable industry. It
changes constantly and dramatically. Understanding those changes is every
responsibility. Adapting to them is the secret to survival.
Flexibility is key, says Mike Cascone, executive vice president of Private Busi
perations. "In any environment that's stable, you can have a stable strategy or
on to operate in. Our environment is not that stable. It is rapidly changing, it's
ntly changing, and as the environment and the market change, the customer
�s and the providers change. We've got to be capable of changing with it. To
strategy and say, 'I'm going to stick to it because that's my strategy,' is to decide
� going out of business. You just won't know when.
"We have, however, set a very reasonable and very effective core strategy that
t changed significantly in a number of years. There have been refinements, yes,
are unlike some corporations that have changed basic strategy and direction
le times in a three-to-five year period, which tends to be extremely disruptive to
�anization.
"What we set in place -- going back really to 1985 -- was a strategy that has
d into being a low-cost producer. "
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$2 million within the first three years
of use.
The audio response system
selected by the feasibility workgroup
is a product of Intervoice, Inc. Jeanie
Gilreath, issue manager of Provider
Inquiry Management for Health
Industry Services Operations, is en
couraging employees to get involved
in the contest to name the system.
See contest details to the right
For more information, call
Gilreath at (904) 739-4535.

The Audio Response System
Name Game
An Audio Response System (ARS) is being installed for rou
tine provider telephone inquiries. The system needs a name, and
we need your help. We want employees to make suggestions for
a name based on the guidelines listed below. Three names will
be selected for testing with providers.
The employee suggesting the winning name will receive
$100. Two other employees will each receive $50. Be creative
and submit as many names as you wish. Make the name catchy
and easy to remember -- for example, the Empire New York
plan named their ARS "Fast Check" ; the Pennsylvania plan
named theirs OASIS.

CAREER CORNER
Convincing Your Boss:

If your boss is the type who
doesn't react favorably to new
ideas, consider these approaches:
• Shape your idea so that it can
be approved by your immediate
boss. If the boss has to go
upstairs for approval, it might
never happen.
• "Discuss the idea with your
peers and others who might be
affected. If the boss says, "the
others won't like it," note that
you've obtained support of the
people who would be involved in
the change.
• Find something in the com
pany guidelines or policies that
will support what you want to do.
Bureaucrats, especially. love to
follow manuals.
• Explain how the change will
he]p the organization get where it
wants to go faster, easier and,
perhaps, cheaper.
• Show how the change will
make the boss look good and the
organization more reputable.
• Use company jargon and terms
that are hot buttons in your
organization. If possible, relate
the change to one of the com
pany's key goals and objectives.
• Offer three reasons why your
idea should be accepted. Two
may not seem like enough and
four may be too many.
Source: Tiu George Odiorne Letter, Com
mlDlications Briefings, Vol. 8, Num. 9.

CONTEST RULES

Eligibility
All employees of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida are eligible, except
members of the Selection Committee. Entries will be date-stamped when
receive-<!. If we receive duplicate names, the one we receive first will be
considered.
Name Guidelines
1. The system will provide immediate access to eligibility. benefit and
claim status information.
2. Providers will be able to use the system after standard service hours
(nights and weekends).
3. The system provides simple access to on-line information via a
touch-tone telephone.
4. The system will have its own 800 number -- I (800) 333-9090.
5. The name should convey the idea of efficiency, reliability, and
improved access to routine information.
6. A name currently used in the United States cannot be selected.
Deadline
All entries must be received in HIS Operations, JPR, by 5 p.m. Monday,
February 26.

r-------------------------7
I

Name the Audio Response System
Contest Form

I

Suggested Name_________________
Rationale: (optional)_______________
Name___________ Extension.______
Department_________ Floor_______
Return to Jeanie Gilreath, HIS Operations, JPR, by S p.m., Monday, February 26.
L-------------------------J
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A Caring
Spirit
BCBSF recruiter Shirley A.
Dunton has two good reasons to
celebrate this month. It's her six-year
anniversary of employment with the
company,and she has won recogni
tion for her outstanding work
recruiting the handicapped.
Dunton earns high praise from
co-worker Valerie Strickland Smith,
senior corporate recruiter,who says,
"Shirley has always gone the extra
mile. Her caring spirit and sense of
dedication to the organization are
truly impressive. She took on the
responsibility of working with blind,
deaf and other physically impaired
individuals, and has made the whole
program a better, more expansive
one as a result of her sense of com
mitment."
That sense of commitment to her
work earned her recognition from
Hugo D. Menendez, secretary of the
Florida Department of Labor and
Employment Security.
Menendez appointed Dunton to

be a member of the State of Florida
Independent Living Council, a
fourteen-member, joint, statewide
advisory and advocacy body admini
stered, staffed and operated by the
Division of Vocational Rehabilitation
of the Florida Department of Labor
and the Division of Blind Services of
the Florida Department of Education.
Dunton first became involved
with recruiting the handicapped
about five years ago, when she was a
Personal Assistant in the Employ-

r-------------------------,

Play the
Name
Game
You could be a winner!
See page 13 for details ...

.

.._Gi'·� .

.·�· 4; ·�

L_________________________J
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ment office. She worked with the
Vocational Rehabilitation department
to place a young man with a hearing
impairment as a groundskeeper.
Since then, Dunton has placed
several other individuals with hearing
impairments in positions throughout
the company.
"When we first hired the hearing
impaired, some people were really
concerned, but with minimal adjust
ments, all are fine. One supervisor in
Med B Claims, Pam Haddock, even
took sign language classes to work
better with them.
"They have a lot to offer. They
want to prove themselves to others,
so they work extra hard. I'm very
proud of all of them," says Dunton of
her recruits.

Survey Savvy
By Nathalie Charpin,
Public Relations Intern

Last September, as part of my
Public Relations internship at Blue
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida, I
was given the responsibility of devel
oping a readership survey for Profile
and BCBSFs other communications
devices -- bulletin boards, newslet
ters, memoranda, etc. The purpose of
the survey was to obtain feedback
from BCBSF employees about the
company's various channels of
communication and use the feedback
to make improvements.
Michael Fagan, the manager of
the Market Research department, and
Susan Schmitz and Linda Wilson in
Market Research provided me with a
questionnaire based on a list of ques
tions and recommendations provided
to us by the Public Relations staff, by
employees outside of the department,
and by top executives.
The Human Resources Infonna-

The system also prints
blood,thereby turning a
out weekly lists of all
$25 analysis into one that
physicians who submit
costs $ 1 50.
such claims. Staff mem
"A lot of doctors are
bers then call doctors to
making less money and
explain the company's
they are trying to find a
opposition to the practice
way to maintain their
and they follow the case
incomes," said Laurens P.
through to make sure the
White, a San Francisco
doctor doesn't bill the
oncologist and former
patient for the balance of
president of the California
the fee.
Medical Association.
For those states
White believes that
without such a detection
though the majority of
doctors are honest, "at least system, even the growing
number of Health Mainte
5 percent are out-and-out
nance Organizations have
crooks, and my bet is that
failed to stem the rise. The
another 30 percent are
fees of some HMO doctors
overcharging in forms that
are capped, and their com
vary from trivial to
obscene."
pensation depends on the
number of patient-mem
Teaching doctors and
their staffs how to deal
bers they have.
This has given game
with the coding system to
bolster billings has led to a minded HMO doctors an
booming business for some incentive to refer their
medical publishers and
more complicated cases to
practice consultants.
outside specialists whose
Insurers are trying to
fees aren't capped -
combat code manipulation leaving the HMO physi
through software designed
cians time to see more
to detect and frustrate it
patients.
Blue Cross and Blue Shield -- Wall Street Journal
of Illinois announced it is
programming its computers
to crack down on billing
abuses that it estimates
may cost the plan as much
as $25 million a year.
"We've seen billings
of $8,000 to $9,000 for a
procedure that should
generate billings of
$2,500," says Dr. Arnold
For Those Who
Widen,the Plan's medical
Drink And Drive,
director.
Coverage Is Denied
To reduce unbundled
Blue Cross and Blue
claims, the Plan has
Shield
of Maryland has
programmed its claims
fil�
proposed
revisions to
processing system to
its
coverage
that
would
recognize them and
deny
benefits
to
any
poli
automatically adjust the
cyholder
who
has
been
amount, printing checks
involved in a motor vehicle
for the proper fees, says
accident
while driving
C. Jonathan Shattuck,
under
the
influence of
senior vice president of
drugs
or
alcohol
and has
Health Care Affairs.

once before pleaded guily
or been found guilty of that
offense.
"Insurance companies
can no longer just pay
bills. We have a responsi
bility to offer products and
services that promote good
health and reduce injury
and illness," said Linda
Benedict, vice president of
BCBS of Maryland's
Individual Market Divi
sion.
"At the same time, we
shouldn't be asking our
customers to pay premiums
that are ultimately used to
provide benefits to those
who engage in dangerous
and self-destructive
activities," she said.
The filing with the
state insurance division
would af fect about 37,000
policyholders under the
age of 65 who currently are
covered by the Plan's
major medical program for
individuals. -- BCBSA

Help To
Just Say No

Blue Cross of Califor
nia has created a new
managed care mental
health and substance abuse
product designed to help
employers save money.
It is Blue Cross of
California's response to a
marketplace demand for
solutions to mental health
and chemical dependency
problems in the workforce,
without compromising
solid treatment results.
Employers estimate
that treatment costs for
substance abuse and
mental health have jumped
between 30 to 60 percent
since 1987.
Dr. Brian Gould,
senior vice president and
medical director, said the

Plan has not been
with benefit restri<
a method for contJ
treatment costs fm
stance abuse and r
health problems.

"Instead," he t
plained, "we have
a new product that
ates the needs of b
employers and the
ees."
Called Behavi
Health Access (BF
product covers out
and intermediate s,
using a network of
cians and hospitals
on quality and cost
effective care. BR
system for managi1
patient use of servi
designed to guaran
management
The program e
passes outpatient, J
hospital, day treatll
residential care, as
inpatient hospital c
Gould said. BHA's
cal dependency tre
coverage places no
on the type of servi
long as network pn
are used.
As of January,
will be offered stati
the Plan's existing l
accounts, as well a:
other employers as
alone enhancement
group insurance.
-- BCBSA

p�

mk you for talcing the time to complete and return the survey cards included in the January issue.
of February 1 , 1 28 cards had been returned. The results of the survey are detailed below:

?stion #1 asked if you thought the January issue of Profile was informative.
,ercent thought it was very informative;
18 percent thought it was somewhat informative;
2 percent thought it was not at all informative.
�rcent thought it was not very informative;

�tion #2 asked if the infonnation in the January issue was useful.
42 percent thought it was somewhat useful;
,ercent thought it was very useful;
2 percent thought it was not at all useful.
!rcent thought it was not very useful;

!stion #3 asked how much time was spent reading the January issue.
16 percent spent 6 to 10 minutes;
�rcent spent 5 minutes or less;
,ercent spent 11 to 15 minutes;
50 percent spent 15 or more minutes.

?stion #4 asked if you liked the new length and magazine format of the January issue.
17 percent like it somewhat;
,ercent liked it a lot;
2 percent dislike it.
�rcent don't really care;

!stion #5 asked you to describe your job level.
,ercent were non-exempt;
,ercent were management;

41 percent were exempt/professional;
1 percent was " other."

more information, contact the Public Relations division by calling 791-6329.

Peop{e, p{aces, tliings . . .
Hey, Profile! Do a story about:

-Ihanl(')ou . . .

RETURN YOUR COMMENTS,
QUESTIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
TO
PROFILE
C/O PUBLIC RELATIONS, 3C,
532 RIVERSIDE AVENUE,
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32202
OR CALL 79 1 -6329.

For responding to last month's survey. You'll find the results on the other side of this card.
Here are just a few of the comments that accompanied the survey questions:
An exempt/professional who disliked Profile, found it not very infonnative and not very useful, spent 1 1 to 15 minul
reading it and said, "It might be OK in a doctor's office, but has no particular value as a vehicle for internal infonnat
or for employee morale. Looks like a fat budget exists in Public Relations! " * (see page 19 of the. February issue)
Another exempt/professional liked it a lot, found it very useful and somewhat informative and spent more than 15
minutes reading it wondered "How much does it cost!? Can it be done on less expensive paper stock and still accom
plish PR's objectives?" (The. print shop chose the paper for its low cost; it is the best choice for quality reproduction
a reasonable price.)

A manager who liked Profile a lot, found it very informative and somewhat useful and spent more that 15 minutes
reading it said it had "good diversity and depth, and significant material" and suggested that a "few more pictures of
and about employees might make it more widely popular." (More photographs will be included in future issues.)
A non-exempt who liked Profile a lot, found it very infonnative and very useful spent 1 1 to 15 minutes reading it ani
said "I like very much the new, expanded edition. Very interesting." (Great!)

And a manger who liked Profile a lot, found it very informative and very useful spent 1 1 to 15 minutes reading it an,
said it was the "best publication of this type I've ever seen in any company! " (Wow! Thanks for the. feedback!)

THE BIG PICTURE
: cancer patients
� prolonged radia
�rapy. diabetics
g to manage their
:ugar levels, and
bypass patients.
ll'e "really part of
pital of the 2 1st
,," says Grieco.
Street Journal

:mpact Of AIDS

its first report to
:nt George Bush,
eight months early
light the urgency of
blem, the National
ission on AIDS said
eral government has
o take the necessary
> get health care to
with AIDS.
.e report said there is
ing complacency
the epidemic and
�re is no national
r dealing with the
of AIDS on an
, faltering health
stem.
e commission
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places the blame for the
failure on both government
and private business.
including insurance and
pharmaceutical companies,
but is particularly critical
of the Bush Administra
tion's drug policy.
While one-third of the
1 10,000 reported AIDS
cases are among intrave
nous drug abusers. the
White House National
Drug Control Strategy
mentions AIDS only four
times in its ninety pages of
text and not at all in its
recommendations.
The panel predicts that
AIDS will be far worse in
the 1990s than in the 1980s
and that it will probably
kill 200,000 people in the
next four years. As of
October 3 1, 1989. AIDS
had killed 66,493 people,
according to the Centers
for Disease Control.
The Commission
estimates that direct
medical care for people
with AIDS will cost from
$2.5 billion to $15. 1 billion
in 1991.
Almost one quarter of
AIDS patients have no
private or public health
insurance, and those who
are covered by Medicaid
often get little assistance.
For example, doctors in
New York City who see a
new AIDS patients in an
office visit get only $7 in
compensation from
Medicaid, compared with
$78 from a Blue Cross and
Blue Shield plan and $80
from Medicare.
-- BCBSA

Artists Can't Get
Coverage

Actors and other
people generically known
as artists are complaining
that they are having a hard
time getting health
insurance coverage.
Some arts groups and
insurance agents, seeking
affordable group health
coverage for members,
believe AIDS concerns are
a factor, but admit they
have no solid evidence.
David Segal, an
independent insurance
agent in Newton, Massa
chusetts, said he was
unable to get affordable
health coverage for the
Massachusetts Cultural
Alliance, whose Blue
Cross and Blue Shield plan
rates rose dramatically in
1987.
"I found I couldn't do
much for them." Segal
said. "Some companies
look at an industry and ask
what type of people are in
this industry. People who
are artists would be a
higher risk ... There's an
unwritten rule [that
insurers] feel there is a
higher risk for homosexu
als and AIDS."
A spokesman for Blue
Cross and Blue Shield of
Massachusetts said the
company has "no bias"
toward artists or any other
profession but that its
group health rates are
experienced based.
"I think there is
evidence that certain
groups -- and artists might

very well be one of them -
have higher risks," he said.
He did not say whether
AIDS is one of those risks.
The Plan does not
prescreen group members
for AIDS, the spokesman
said, but it does ask
potential non-group
subscribers if AIDS is a
preexisting condition.
Meanwhile, the
National Endowment for
the Arts is funding a study
by the American Council
on the Arts in New York
that may give some insight
into the problem of artists
and health insurance.
-- Journal of Commerce

Playing Doctor

It's a game some
doctors play, but it's one
that may be costing
patients, their employers
and insurance companies
hundreds of millions of
dollars a year.
When filling out an
insurance form, a doctor
might code the removal of
a 3-millimeter mole as the
removal of a 2-centimeter
mole. The simple "upcod
ing" earns him $190 more
from a health insurer.
Another doctor may
code a hysterectomy as a
number of separate
procedures, bringing in
thousands of dollars more.
This is called "un
bundling."
A third game is known
as "exploding" a test. A
doctor might itemize a
series of tests that are all
done on a single sample of

tion Center (HRIC) provided a com
puter-generated random sample of all
BCBSF employees. The sample con
tained 799 names and was propor
tionally representative of all three
employment levels -- non-exempt,
exempt professionals and manage
ment -- in all areas of the company.
Three hundred and sixty-four
employees returned the mailed
survey. While they generally liked all
existing communications devices,
many of them, especially the non
exempts, made suggestions for
improvement. Some of the com
ments made about Profile were:
expand it to a magazine format,
include more information about
national news affecting the industry,
and add a message from executives
in every issue. As you '11 see. no time
was wasted in implementing those
and many other good suggestions.
My thanks to all the employees
who participated in the survey, to
Michael Fagan. Susan Schmitz and
Linda Wilson of the Market Research
department and everyone else
involved.

Secretary Aletta Shutes and Carl Ogden visited Jacksonville on January 1 7 to meet with BCBSF
executives. Shown here from left to right are: Jim Hopp er, Carl Ogden, Secretary Aletta Shutes,
Victoria Bankhead and Tom Dunn.

Dignitaries
Visit BCBSF

Aletta Shutes was recently
appointed as the new Secretary of the
Florida Department of Administra
tion (the agency that manages the
state employee health plan.) Because
the state is the largest Florida-based
account BCBSF handles, company

officials wanted her to understand
how the company works and the
value it offers the state employee
benefit program. Secretary Shutes
and Carl Ogden, director of the
Division of State Employees' Insur
ance, visited the home office on
January 17.
For more information. call Bill
Price, (904) 791-6083.

Buckle Up !

By Michael Legan,
Manager of Safety and Security

Generosity Is
Its Own
Reward ...

Graham, include: Sheryl Fleming,
Joan Fairman, Irvin Philpot,
Curtis Lord. Grace Elizabeth lgnico,
John Bookstaver, Ginger Weinbaum,
Robin Lee, Cynthia Pohlmann. Gail
Floyd, Carole Losey. Alphonso
But a portable stereo never hurts! Webb, Pamela Lehan, Valerie Hall,
Employees recognized for outstanding Sharon D. Taylor, Hattie Huff,
contributions to the 1989 United Way Nancy Fender, Ana Collado, Jan
Campaign, organized by Allan
netter Green and Robert Endriss.

Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Florida is now a member of the
Northeast Florida Chapter of the
National Safety Council. This
membership makes the most current
information regarding safety and
health issues available to all employ
ees. BCBSF is now entitled to
discounts on services such as infor
mational workshops. seminars and
safety and health literature and video
tapes.
As part of the informational
campaign, the Safety and Security
department will sponsor safety
awareness theme months. February's
theme is seatbelt use. You'll find
posters about seatbelt use on all the
bulletin boards. and additional litera
ture in the plastic bins next to the
boards.
If you need more information,
call the Safety and Security depart
ment at (904) 791-8615 or 79 1-6222.
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OR YOUR BENEFIT
By Bev Ames

Vacation Policy:

After analyzing national and local survey data, the Compensation and
Benefits department discovered BCBSF could become a more competitive
employer by providing vacation during the first year of employment. The cor
porate vacation policy was revised, and the changes were effective as of
January 1, 1990.
All new hires and full-time employees (grades 12 and below) who have
worked for at least six months -- but less than one year -- by January 1, 1990,
will be eligible for one week of vacation. When they complete one year of
service, employees will be eligible for two weeks of vacation. (The policy for
grades 13 and above remains unchanged.)
The previous vacation policy allowed employees to borrow up to five
days of vacation after six months of service; those five days were then sub
tracted from the ten days granted at one year of service. Under the new
policy, employees who already borrowed vacation after working for six
months, will have these vacation days subtracted from the five days granted
on January I, 1990.
Here are some examples on how the new vacation policy will affect em
ployees:
• Darryl was hired on January 30, 1989. He borrowed five days of vacation
after working for six months. He won't earn five more days on January I,
1990, but he will earn ten more days on January 30, 1990 -- one year
after he was hired.
•

Sarena was hired on March 1, 1989. She hasn't borrowed any vacation.
She will earn five days on January 1, 1990. On March 1, 1990, after one
year of service, she will earn ten more days of vacation.

•

Andy was hired on July 30, 1989. Because he will have worked for less
than six months by January I, 1990, he won't earn five days until
January 30, 1990 -- six months from the day he was hired. On July 30,
1990, he receives ten days of vacation time.

•

Cassandra was hired on May 1, 1989. She borrowed two days after six
months of service. On January 1, 1990, she gets three days (for the total
of five that employees now receive after six months of service) and on
May I, 1990, she will receive another ten days.

We hope these examples help you understand the new policy. If you still
have questions about the changes, call Sandy Harrison at 791-6923 or
Bev Ames at 79 1-6408.
A reminder: If.for business reasons, you are unable to take your vacation
days before your next benefits eligibility date, you should submit an excep
tion request to your supervisor either to be paid or to be allowed to carry over
those days. All exceptions to the vacation policy require the approval of the
Senior VP of Human Resources and your Senior VP.
In order to better serve you, Compensation and Benefits and HRIC will
be soliciting your comments on new Feedback/Comment Cards. When
ever you use our services, please take the time to complete a Feedback/
Comment card and drop it in the comment box. One will be located
outside of HRIC, another will be by the Dispensary on 3T.
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IN THE SPOTLIGHT

Service
Anniversaries
The following employees are
celebrating service anniversaries in
February:
5 Jears
Dale Beaman, Institutional Reim
bursement Program Development,
18T
Gale L. Bennett, FEP Telephone
Inquiries, 4T
Rosalind D. Brunson Britt, South
ern Region Major Accounts, 7T
Davis Diaz, MIS, MIA
Debra A. Evans, Life Insurance
Subsidiary, FCL
James H. Forshier, ROI, MIS, HTF
Shelia P. Grossbolz, Life Insurance
Subsidiary, FCL
Monice L. Hilton Young, Med B
Communications, Unit I, SWD
Sara C. Johnson, Cash Manage
ment, l lT
Michael L. Latimer, National
Accounts Receivable, 1 1T
Catherine A. Leslie, Med A Secon
dary Payer, 9C
Willetta R. Liptrot, National
Research & Development, 7C
Jane L. Plourde, Health Options of
Jacksonville, JXM
Michele W. Sahdala, Litigation
Research, 6T
John P. Seats, Medical Administra
tion HOI, UBM
James F. Simmons, Institutional
Reimbursement Administration, 18T
Sharon E. Sims, Facilities Planning,
GIL
Brenda S. Vonhedt, National Acct
Claims, 6T
10 Jears
Danise N. Fernandez, Claims
Customer Service, 4T
Brenda J. Harley, Miami Audit
Branch, MIP

confidence, 66 percent are
very satisfied with generic
drugs, while 25 percent are
fairly satisfied. Half
believe quality control for
generics is not as good as
for brand names.
Women, the highly
educated and the affluent
were more likely to revise
their opinions after hearing
reports of scandal. Of
these, about 50 percent
developed negative
attitudes toward both the
generic and the brand
name industries, the poll
found.
"Key in the process of
restoring confidence are
pharmacists. They should
communicate their feelings
about generics and manu
facturing practices to
consumers," Colasanto
said. -- USA Today

For A Long Life -
Eat Right, Don't
Smoke, Become A
Mormon

The lowest death rates
ever reported from heart
disease and cancer were
found in a group of 10,000
Mormons, according to a
recent study conducted by
the National Cancer
Institute. People who had
never smoked, had regular
physical activity and
regular sleep habits had
"extremely low death
rates," said James Enstrom,
a University of California
researcher. Middle-aged
Mormon men who adhered
to all three factors had only
34 percent the cancer death
rate of non-Mormon
middle-aged white men, 14
percent the heart disease
death rate and 22 percent
the overall rate. Average
life expectancy for a 25year-old Mormon man is

85; of other men, 74. For
Mormon women, 86; for
other women, 80.
-- USA Today

Alzheimer's
Implications

More than four million
Americans over 65 may
have Alzheimer's disease,
twice as many as previ
ously estimated, The
Washington Post reported.
Findings included in a
comprehensive study
represent the clearest
evidence to date of the
extent of the disease. The
research was conducted in
East Boston by a team
from Harvard Medical
School and reported in the
Journal of the American
Medical Association.
Because older people
have become the fastest
growing segment of the
American population, the
National Institute on Aging
estimates that within fifty
years, as many as 14
million Americans could
have the disease.

In the study, nearly
every elderly person in
East Boston was examined
carefully for cognitive
impairment from Alz
heimer's. The most
surprising finding was that
the rate of disease rises far
more dramatically with age
than had been suspected.
Of the 3,626 people
studied, more than 10
percent of all those above
65 probably had Alz
heimer's, the researchers
found. Only 3 percent of
those between the ages of
65 to 74 had the disease,
but 18.7 percent of those
between the ages of 75 to
84 had it, as did more than
47 percent of those age 85
and over.
"This study really
represents the first step in
learning the true scope of
this disease in the U.S.
population," says
Creighton Phelps, vice
president for Medical
Affairs at the Alzheimer's
Association. "We are
looking at an enormous
number of sick people. The
financial and public health
implications are remark
able."
-- The Washington Post

Too Many Nursing
Home Patients Are
Being Hospitalized

Thousands of nursing
home patients are being

hospitalized for n
ent reason at a co
nearly $ 1 billion ,
according to re�
the University of
nia at San Francis
found no clinical
tion for 2 16,000 s
pitalizations, whit
$94 2 million per :
In 48.2 perce
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went to the hospi1
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pressure.
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-- Medicine & He
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according to an ar
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ng The Children

\.lyssa Smith, the 21n-old liver transplant
.ent, is one of an esti1 700 children who
>m each year for
1 a liver transplant
>e a potentially
ving necessity, said
Colen, a senior
;pondent for

If the $210 million

instead were divided
among the twenty states
with the highest infant
mortality rates in the
country, each one of those
states would have about
$ 10 million to provide
obstetric and pediatric care
to women and children at
high risk.
"That money could go
a long way toward greatly
reducing our nation's
shamefully high infant
mortality rate," said Colen.
"Is it right to spend
$210 million on high-tech
care for 700 little medical
'heroes; when that same
money could save literally
thousands of children who
are dying because they do
not receive the most basic
medical care?" he asked.
-- The Chicago Sun-Times

day.

[f we were to provide
ransplants to the
·en who could benefit
the operation, we
I be paying $210
,n to care for 700
en in a single year,"
'.olen. "And given
nly about two-thirds
se children will
·e a year after
-y, we are really
� $2 10 million to
.6 1 children -- or
531 per child."
'{ es, every child's life
tluable. Yes, every
precious. But, yes, I
ggesting that certain
of expenditure are
1e and do a great
ce to our concept of
justice," he said.
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Are Research Results
Biased Against
Women?

Three members of
Congress are calling for an
investigation of whether
federally supported
medical researchers

exclude women from
clinical tests.
"For a variety of
reasons, most medical
research in this country
studies white males, and
we are concerned that the
treatments developed
might not work for or
might actually be harmful
to women," said Rep.
Olympia Snowe, (R
Maine), who, with Rep.
Patricia Schroeder, (D
Colorado),chairs the
Congressional Caucus for
Women's Issues.
Snowe, Schroeder and
Rep. Henry Waxman, (D
California),asked the
General Accounting Office
to determine how many
women are being included
in research underwritten by
the National Institute of
Health.
"Women's tax dollars
pay for half the medical
research that's done in this
country," said Schroeder.
"They deserve to derive
greater benefit from that
research."
She used studies of
heart disease as an ex
ample of her concern. "If a
woman wants to know if
she should take an aspirin
every other day to help
prevent heart disease, or if
she should take a choles
terol-lowering drug to
bring down her cholesterol
level, her doctor won't
have the answer," she said.
"All of the research in this
area has been done on
men."
-- The Chicago Tribune

15 years

What's Your Opinion
Of Generic Drugs?

Although 77 percent
of consumers say their
confidence in generic
drugs has been shaken by
industry scandals, only 9
percent switched back to
brand names, according to
a Gallup Organization poll.

Julieta A. Acosta, Special Reim

bursement Analysis, SWD
Debra A. Akins, Corporate Market
ing, 3T
Donald M. Baldwin, Systems
Services, IOC
Michael E. Barrow, Development
Center, lOT
Horace L. Fisher, Systems Plan
ning, lOC
Anita J. Harris, Cashiers, 2C
Tonie V. Heggs, State Group
Claims, Unit I, 7C
Cynthia J. Hoffman, Medicare
Microfilm Simplex, 13T
Teri B. Roberts, Med B Claims,
16T
20 years
Rosebud Bartley, Customer Service

Department, 9C

Priscilla L. Davis, Medicare B

"In general,people
feel generic drugs are as
safe and effective as brand
names. But they're con
cerned about quality
control issues and there's
the potential for more
concern if they aren't
reassured," said Diane
Colasanto, Gallup vice
president
To determine how the
recent generic drug scandal
affected consumer atti
tudes, Lederle Laborato
ries, maker of brand name
and generic drugs, com
missioned a Gallup survey
of 1,009 households in
which generic drugs are
used. It was conducted in
October, 1989, at the
height of the Food and
Drug Administration inves
tigations.
The survey found that
despite people's loss of

nights, 14T

Vivian L. Flowers, Group Direct

Market Support,6C

Brenda J. Furlow, In-line Quality

Analysis, 13T

Frances T. Knight, Membership &

Billing, SC

Sharon L. Melvin, Critical Inquiries,

4T

Janie B. Nelson, Comprehensive

Exam Entry I, 5T

Verna M. Smith, Inpatient/Outpa

tient Proc., 9C
30 years

Carolyn M. Slawin, Customer
Service, TAM
35 years
Antonio J. Favino, Sr. VP of Opera
tions,20T
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HOW SAFE
AND SECURE
ARE YOU?
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Yes No

□ □
□ □

Did you lock your car when you left it in
the parking lot this morning?
2.
If you are the last to leave at night, do
you lock the door to your office or notify
security?
3. □ □ Do you always try to park in well-lighted
and well-traveled areas?
4. □ □ Do you insist on identification from repair
persons who come to work in the office?
Are you extra alert while they are there?
5. □ □ Do you know the location of the fire exits
in your building?
6. □ □ Do you keep your purse or wallet with
you at all times or locked in a drawer
or closet?
7. □ □ If something suspicious or frightening
happened - a stranger loitering near the
door, a burglary, a telephone bomb
threat - do you know the telephone
numbers for the security, police, and
fire departments?
8. □ □ Do you keep track of the office keys in
your possession, storing them in a secure
place and not handing them out to
unauthorized persons? Do you report all
lost keys immediately to the security
department?
9. □ □ Do you shred important papers before
discarding them in the wastebasket?
1 O. □ □ Do yo.u avoid letting telephone callers
know that your boss or fell ow workers
are out of town?
1 1 . □ □ Would you know how to respond if you
were attacked or threatened?
If you answered "yes" to all 1 1 questions, congratula
tions! You're helping to make this a safer workplace for
all of us. A score of 8 or more indicates you are fairly
alert and aware, but could use a little more practice.
Under 8, call the security department for a remedial
class in crime prevention!

--

�TAKE A BITE OUT OF
®
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New
Employees

(Full-time employees hired through
January 13, 1990)
Diana P. Alvarez, Customer Service
HOSF,MIA
Jacqueline E. Ammons, Telephone
Information Area II,4T
Terrell A. Blue, Local Group

Enrollment, 6C
Lee D. Boardman, Cost Accounting,
2C
Wanda M. Byrd, Major Accounts/
Broward County, 7T
Barbara A. Christe, FEP Provider
Entry,6T
Sheila D. Christie, FEP Telephone
Inquiries, 4T
Michelle L. Cumberland, Optical
Scanning Operations, SWD
Jacenta A. Deadwyler, FEP Tele-

CUSTOMER SERVICE
Service Improvement Tips For The Telephone:
* If the party you call is out, ask for the the best time to
reach them. Don't just leave a message when someone is
unavailable, ask if someone else can help you.
* When you leave a message, tell them when you'll be
available.
* If you just need information, suggest that the person leave
the information when they call back, and let someone in your
office know you're expecting it.
* Never put someone on "hold" unless you've asked for and
received their permission. Most people hang up after about
40 seconds on hold, or about three minutes if they've called
an 800 number. Irate callers will stay on hold a very long
time.
* If an irate person calls, promptly help them, or they'll get
angrier and tell others about their experience. Tell them your
name (you should do this on every call you answer), so
they'll feel you genuinely want to help them.
* If you transfer a caller, make sure it's to someone who can
help them, and tell them the person's name and number.
* When you take a message for someone who is not in, be
careful how you respond. Some comments leave a bad
impression, such as "He's on a coffee break," or "She's
around here somewhere but I don't know where," or "He
never comes in this early." The best answer may be, "She's
not available now."
* Answer the phone in a clear, understandable manner. Don't
assume people know who they are calling.
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FROM THE TOP
phone Inquiries, 4T
Kristine E. Dedge, Private Business
Training, 3T
John A. Fails, Internal Audit, 3C
Sandra L. Gager, Claims, JXM
Brenda D. Griffis, Local ACS, JXM
Charlane L. Hayward, Med B
Special Projects, RIV
Suellyn Hernandez, HOI MIS, HTF
Vilma Iglesias, Claims Manager,
MIA
Juan A. Irizarry, Comprehensive
Suspense II, 7T
Lisa A. Jarrett, Plan Services Inc.,
7T
Shawna D. Kellar, FEP Provider
Entry, 6T
Brenda J. Kenner, FEP Correspon
dence, 4T
Bernard Lambert, FEP Telephone
Inquiries, 4T
Lauretta J. Lazarus, Optical
Scanning Operations, SWD
Aracellie Leon, Comprehensive
Suspense II, 7T
Quetzy A. Martinez, Major Accts/
Broward Co., 7T
Lorraine T. McKee, Group Mem
bership/Billing, North Region, 6C
James A. Miller, Stockroom and
Warehouse Personnel, 1 W
Kristy A. Miller, Systems Develop
ment, I0T
Shawnessy L. Mitchell, FEP
Telephone Inquiries, 4T
Tammy E. Mitchell, FEP Telephone
Inquiries, 4T
Charles A. Mosley, Major Accts,
Broward County, 7T
Susan A. Murillo, FEP Telephone
Inquiries,4T
Ruth M. Norris, Group Member
ship/Billing, North Region, 6C
Gabriel E. Onowho, Med B Claims
Examiner, Sec. Shift II, 17T
Patricia M. Palko, Marketing
Director, ORL
Forest L. Philbrook, Comprehen
sive Suspense II, 7T
Delores J. Ricker, Medical Director,
FIL
Kimberly E. Robertson, Direct

Winning In The
Marketplace
By William E. Flaherty,
President of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida

o be successful, as individuals
Tand
as a company, we need to set

goals. While these goals should chal
lenge us so we are constantly striving
to improve, they also should be
realistic so we don't become discour
aged. Being realistic means under
standing what our strengths are,
knowing our customers and the
strengths of our competitors, and
keeping up with all the issues that
affect us.
The goal of Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Florida is to become the
low-cost producer of high-quality
health care. To achieve this goal,
there are several steps, or strategies,
we need to take.
• We must promote market reform
to force competition among
providers -- hospitals and doctors
-- on total cost. Competition is
healthy because it means that the
forces of supply and demand are
working. When these forces are
allowed to work, hospitals, doctors
and other health care providers must
compete on the basis of price,
therefore, they must become more
concerned about the cost of medical
care. Because we represent a signifi
cant volume of business, we are able
to negotiate lower prices.
• We must concentrate on negotiat
ing contracts with the most effi
cient and quality-conscious provid
ers. Blue Cross and Blue Shield tra
ditionally has had good relationships
with doctors and hospitals. We need
to maintain and improve these ties

and work with hospitals and doctors
to manage costs better.
• We must improve the analysis of
both the price and the use of health
care and of our markets -- custom
ers and competitors. This means we
have to constantly collect data,
interpret them properly, and use them
to our advantage.
• We must constantly work to
manage administrative costs. Right
now, out of every dollar the company
earns, 86 cents pays for health care
services and 14 cents pays for admin
istrative costs. While the emphasis is
on managing the health care costs,
we also have to be very careful how
we spend our administrative dollars.
• We must develop comprehensive
marketing strategies. We need to
understand our customers, the
competition and the environment in
detail. Only then can we effectively
segment customers, and tailor
products and services to meet their
needs.
• We must leverage our advantages
in market share, past experience,
image and provider relationships
to produce cost advantage and
added value. Because we have been
in business for more than forty years,
we have developed a substantial
market share, which means that
many people use and depend on our
products. Experience has taught us
how important it is always to be
looking for ways to enhance our
product and the way our customers
think about us.

"Our most importan
is to achieve cost lei
ship. We want to be
the low-cost produc.
high-quality health l
-- William E. Flail
• We must benchmark our pe·
ance against the best both in
health care business and otl
industries. We have plenty 1
petition in the health care ind
and we see that as being very
positive. It makes each of us
harder and more efficiently,
we have to do to be the best i
industry.
There is a role for each c
this process of achievement.
vidually, we must work dilig1
improve our performance on
As a team, we must work tog
succeed. As a company, we t
recognize our strengths and v
to use every advantage to wi1
over our competitors. Our fu1
gether depends on it •
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OBJECTIVES

se are the company's strategic
,jectives for 1990. Plans and
tiatives undertaken this year
1ould be in support of one or
more of these objectives:

Excellent Service

8

>Vide to our customers predict
le, W1derstandable, hassle-free
.-ice that is consistent with their
pectations at purchase and that
nimizes the need for customer
nvolvement with payment to
providers.

FEATURE

Are You a CD* Player?

Corporate Direction -- what it is and
how we all fit in to the big picture ...

-��::��=�:��--

DEPARTMENTS

Financial Strength

1tain Blue Cross and Blue Shield
lorida as a financially strong and
competitive organization.

Market Share

.ttain dominant private market
Dare consistent with financial
►undness, delivery of superior
rvice and our overall provider
strategy.

3
4
10
12
19
20

From The Top -- Winning in the marketplace
The Big Picture -- National news affecting you
Florida Focus -- SCHA, an update on "The Move"
In The Spotlight -- Acronyms and anniversaries
Postscript -- Explaining the changes
Calendar -- Highlights of BCBSF activities

lational Association

port a strong, effective national
organization of Plans.

Organizational
Effectiveness

•elop and maintain an effective,
�hly motivated and productive
organization.

·avider Relationships

'reate sustainable competitive
1dvantage through effective
business relationships with
providers.

ublic Understanding

fain public and governmental
1derstanding, acceptance and
upport of corporate policies,
programs and actions.

***
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10
11
13
16
18
19

Regional Report -- Marketing results around the state
Marketing Briefs -- News from Market Research
Career Corner -- How to persuade your boss
For Your Benefit -- Vacation policy
Customer Service -- Service improvement telephone tips
Health -- Reduce your risk for cancer

.,
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SNAPSHOTS

Profile is produced monthly by the Public Relations division for the
employees of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida. All rights are
reserved. This magazine or parts thereof may not be reproduced in any
form without permission. Copyright © 1990. We welcome your comments
and contributions. To submit information or to become a correspondent,
contact the editor, Rejeanne Davis Ashley, 791 -6329 or the manager,
Thomas A. Gniech, 79 1-6122. Profile is produced on an IBM desktop
publishing system and printed by the Corporate Print Shop.

Market M&B Services, 5C
Rebekah B. Shaw, Optical Scanning
POSTSCRIPT
Operations, SWD
Stephen W. Teal, FEP Subscriber
Entry,6T
trimmer to make all the pages the
Linda G. Thomas, FEP Correspon
right size, and a stitcher to put it all
dence, 4T
together.
Connie L. Thompson, PPC Exam
A concern expressed by some
Entry, ST
employees
was about the cost. This is
Santos E. Torres, Comprehensive
to
reassure
all of you who worried
By Rejeanne Davis Ashley
Suspense, 7T
about
that
issue:
don't Everyone
Christine Towers, Major Accts/
involved
with
producing
Profile is
Broward County, 7T
working
to
keep
costs
to
a
minimum.
Lillian Velazquez, Comprehensive � lf'1JlY of you have returned the
What
concerns
me
is
participa
1V!comment cards that were in
Suspense, 7T
tion. I need your help on every issue.
cluded in the January issue. They've
Etta J. Waits, Claims, JXM
If you want to submit a story idea,
been
helpful
as
a
measure
of
what
Teresa M. White, Med B Communi
write
an article, take a picture, or
you
think
about
the
changes
made
to
cations, 16T
draw a cartoon or illustration, let me
Profile. Most of you like the new
Linda D. Williams, Information
know. If your department is doing
format, length and content, and find
Department,4T
something wonderful, if you've just
the information very useful. (One
Pamela M. Williams, FEP Tele
been recognized by the President of
person thought there was "too much
phone Inquiries, 4T ■
the United States, or if you've won
information." I can sympathize with
the lottery, please call me at 79 1that comment.)
I did promise to explain why the 6329.
HEALTH
What you've already told me you
changes were made. In doing so, I
can address the concerns about future want is more stories about career de
topics,regional coverage and the cost velopment. There will be full-length
Cancer Prevention Tips
articles on all things related to the
of producing Profile as a magazine.
• Don't smoke or use to
work environment in future issues,
Profile is, first and foremost, a
bacco in any form.
and there will be sidebars (Career
publication for employees. At
• Eat foods that are high in
Comer and Manager's Memo) in
BCBSF,there are basically three
fiber and low in fat.
every issue.
levels of employees -- non-exempt,
Another demand is for financial
professional and managerial. Finding
• Include fresh fruits, vege
information
about the company and
just
the
right
mix
of
information
to
tables and whole grain
its future. In this issue, you'll find a
satisfy all levels requires a lot of
cereals in your daily diet.
feature on corporate direction and a
tinkering. When we surveyed
• Keep yourself safe on the
letter from William E. Flaherty
employees last fall, the respondents
job by using protective
recommended the mix they preferred. explaining BCBSF's cost leadership
strategy.
The overwhelming majority wanted
devices (respirators, protec
You want to read about your co
more
information,
period.
tive clothing, if necessary)
workers, so new employees, those
To include more information,
• Avoid unnecessary X-rays.
celebrating service anniversaries, and
there had to be more room. To make
• If you drink alcoholic
that information easier to read, it had those who have been recognized for
significant accomplishments will be
beverages, do so only in
to be packaged differently. A
featured monthly.
magazine
format
was
the
answer.
moderation.
You've also requested: a descrip
One
of
the
easiest
and
most
cost
• Avoid too much sunlight;
efficient ways to produce a magazine tion of the various departments and
wear protective clothing, use
how they relate (in the works); infor
is by using a desktop publishing
sunscreens.
mation on the regions (please call
system. It saves time, money and
me, regions! I need your news!);
energy.
• Take estrogens only as
sports (any sports reporters out
Our
award-winning
Corporate
long as necessary (after
there?) and a glossary of terms. All
Print
Shop
has
all
the
equipment
menopause or a hysterec
great ideas!
necessary to print a magazine -- a
tomy.)
With your help, each issue will
darkroom for making halftones of
be packed with useful, timely and
photographs, two 5-color presses for
Source: National Cancer Institute
varied information. Until next time...
printing the cover and the inside, a

Talking About
An Evolution
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To publicize your department's upcoming events, please call 791-6329. The deadline for submitting in
formation for the March calendar is February 15.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 8
Benefits1990 presentation to management. Speaker is Kathy Orr, director of Compensation &
Benefits. Miami BCBSF office, 9-11:30 a.m. For information call Alicia Reddy at
1 (800) 634-4188.
Employee Booster Club dinner. Jacksonville Omni Hotel, 6:30 p.m. For information, call
David Ojeda, (904) 791-6291.
Direct Market all-employee meeting. Jacksonville Omni Hotel, 3:30-6 p.m. For information, call
Don Van Dyke, (904) 791-6381.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 9
Benefits1990 presentation to management. Speaker is Kathy Orr, director of Compensation &
Benefits. Fort Lauderdale BCBSF office, 9-10 a.m. For information call Alicia Reddy at 1
(800) 634-4188.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 14

Government programs. Boca Raton Elks Club, 7:30 p.m. For information call Janet Crozier, (904)
791-6738.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 22

Statewide Quarterly meeting. Health Care Audit Services. Fort Lauderdale Westin Cypress Creek
Hotel, 8:30 a.m. through dinner. For information call Ronni Bardack, (305) 593-9398.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 23

Statewide Quarterly meeting. Health Care Audit Services. Fort Lauderdale Westin Cypress Creek
Hotel, 8:30 a.m. through dinner. For information call Ronni Bardack, (305) 593-9398.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 27
Annual Awards Banquet. (Exempt employees.) Jacksonville Prime Osborn Convention Center, 6
p.m. For information call Pat Fitzpatrick, (904) 791-8121.

• • • • ••••• • • • • • • • •••••• • • • • • • • • •••• • • • • •
For the employees of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida
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CORPORATE
DIRECTION:
What's you r role?
"We encourage and expect -- from all
of our employees -- more than just a
mechanical, cookbook, ,.
do-it-by-the-numbers
approach. We need
everybody
working on
how to do
it better."
-- Ken Otis
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